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UAS Senators Leave Early, Tenure Work Incomplete
by Mary Frances Budzik
A second attempt by the UAS Tenure
Committeeto complete the debate and voting
process on its final tenure resolutions failed at the UAS meeting last Wednesdayright
when enough senators left the meeting early
to lose a voting quorum. The next and final
meeting of the year is scheduled for May 7.
The two tenure recommendationsthat were
voted upon, concerning university policy on
the employment of quotas in determining
faculty eligibility for tenure, and the establishment of non tenureable faculty
positions to be allocated on a selected basis,
were passed. One of the three recommendations not yet considered supported the election of a non voting student member to university promotions committees.
At the outset of the meeting, UAS member
Dwight Thompson made a motion that
speeches be limited to two minutes each.
Dean O'Malley objected,noting, "Those vital
matters before us need a full and adequate
airing." UAS member Carol Hamill
countered, "It is more expedient to get to
those matters." The motion, although it
received a majority vote, failed because 2/3
approval was required.
The first of the Tenure recommendations

The University AcademicSenate met last Wednesday, but did not get around to voting on
the questions of student membership on promotions committees.

News Analysis

Budget Cuts Stir Dissension on UGBC
by Robert McGrath

members of his committee, and"I don't ask

the Budget asked for by Thomas and that

major problem in the form of internal dissatisfaction among the members of three of
its major committees. The problems with the
Commuter's Cultural and Social Committees
stem from the budget proposals made by the
Finance Committee of the student govern-

Deskins did tell the Heights in an interview
that the increase in salaries from $2200 to
$3800 would be dropped.
The Commuter'sCommittee has also been
involved in the budget proposal controversy.
Simon Thomas, Co-Chairperson of the Committee, told the Heights that Deskins has
removed him from his position. Thomas
stated that he was not told the reason why the
action was taken. Sources in the UGBC,
including Deskins, state, that one of the
reasons for the dismissal was that Thomas
was unable to work with Co-chairperson Ron
lacobucci. One source said that another one
of the areas of disagreement was the size of

the money was for necessary events that the
Committee sponsors, such as a Bicentennial
Cruise of Boston Harbor. Thomas added that
one explanation he heard for his removal was
that lacobucci had been promised sole
chairpersonship of the committee by Deskins
during the UGBC campaign.
Regarding the Thomas dismissal Deskins
said that it was the Cummuter's Committee
decision to have only one Chairperson, and
that it was his perogative to chooose who that
would be. As to the idea that Icacobucci was
appointed sole chairperson for political
reasons Deskin's called that "a damn lie."
(Continued on page 13)

After a month and a half in office Duane to be paid; for them to be paid is real most in the UGBC considered it completely
Deskins' UGBC Administration is facing a bullshit." It must howeverbe noted thatDuan "unrealistic." Thomas told the Heights that

ment.

The Finance Committee recieved budget
requests from all of the UGBC committees

and, after reviewing them, made its
recommendations. The Commuter's Committeesubmitted a budget of $26,960 but the
Finance Committee recommended only
$5285 The Cultural Committee asked for
$43,855 but received only $27,360. The Social
Committee requested $36,650 but received

considered by the Senate was number 4,
which stated, "That the university ordinarily
should not employ quotas in determining
eligibilityfor tenure. Rather, tenure should be
granted on the basis of academic decisions
concerning the merit of the candidate for
tenure." The recommendation also suggested
a more intensive review of faculty at the two
and four year levels of their initial appointto be

ment.

There was some discussion about the wording of the recommendation, with Father
Monan noting, "...The conjuction 'rather'
would lead one to think that quotas and the
merit of the candidate are in opposition...lt
would be madness for the University to tenure
people if the department is to be phased out in
two years. I wouldn't like to make it sound
like we either opt for decisions on thebasis of
merit or quotas." The Senate voted to amend
the wording of the recommendation to,
"Tenure should be granted on the basis of
academic decisions concerning the merit of
the candidate for tenure and the needs of the
university. The university should not employ
quotas in defining the best interests of the univeristy. Futhermore, that there be a more intensive review of faculty at the 2 and 4 year
levels beyond their initial appointment." The
resolution passed by a 27-12 vote.
The second recommendation to be considered concerned the establishment by the
Univeristy of"a number of nontenureable
faculty positions to be allocated on a selected
basis." Tenure Committee chairman John
Neuhauser explainedthe proposed implementation of the procedure, "As a department
gets a new slot then debate would be entered
into whether it was to be tenureable or not."
He further defined the recommendation as a
"...practical arrangement" to provide new
blood and flexibility within the departments
and stated that no such position would go
beyond 6 years in duration. Opposition to this
resolution came from Senator Nuttall, "To
establish these slots especially with the
scenario of the 1980's (projections of fewer
students) enables me to see a university administrator not allowing any new hires to be
tenureable - then we would be faced with a
number of women and men in their 40's and
(Continued on page 13)

'Unsuitables'Barred from PriorityHousing

only $22,850.
The Heights interviewed various members
of the committees involved. Gerry Killarney,
a Cultural Committee member and a former
Co-Chairperson stated "We feel that the by Kieran Fallon
Budget allotments are misdirected."She went Approximately 60 Boston College resident
on to say that most of the money budgeted students have recieved letters from the Dean
went to "unsuccessful committees," and she of Student's Office restricting them from
gave as an example of this the money propos- priority housing (Lower Campus), in the
ed for the Alumni-Student Committeewhich ongoing lottery. These students have been
would increase theirfunding from about $500 charged by Edward Hanrahan, SJ, Dean of
to a recommended $5000. Mary Ann Miceli, Students, with "an uncooperative attitude"
another former Co-Chairperson of the com- unsuitable for living on the Lower Campus
mittee, said that thebudget recommendations
In an interview with the Heights Kevin
would force themto"eithercancelsomeevents Duffy, Director of Housing, attempted to exor not allow as many people to come to these plain how these students were singled out.
events." Miceli added, "It's not that we got "The most prominent reason", he said, "for
cut, it's the way we got cut." Killarney noted this exlusion from priority housing is that
that when the Budget proposals were releas- their past behavior has been judged unsuitable
ed, the Deskin's Administration tried to for theLower Campus, or for that matter un"pacify" them with offers of more money in- suitable to any human society."
stead of using "good sound reasoning" to exExpounding on this Duffy went on to say,
"In particular these students have either causplain why they made such proposals.
Another committee whose membership ed deliberate damage to university property,
was displeased with the UGBC budget have made threats of violence or in fact have
proposals was the Social Committee. actually attacked fellow students, have been
ChairpersonLarry Haag said that he was es- drunk and disorderly and in general have
pecially dissatisfied with the cuts made in the behaved in an anti-social manner." Duffy
Social Committee funding of bands brought acknowledged that "abuse of drugs" could
into the Rathskellar on weekends. The fun- also have been a factor leading in restriction.
ding for this had been proposed by the comDuffy noted that his action originated from
mittee to cover twelveweeks of band music at the Dean of Students and that the Housing
the Rat. The Finance Committee's Office only acted in an administrativecapacirecommendation would cut this budget to six tyweeks. Haag called this a "real injustice" as
As to why these students were not removed
he felt it was the Social Committee's respon- from the university entirely Duffy could only
sibility to help the Rathskellar until it was out say, "The decisions were made by Fr.
of the red. He also blasted the proposed Ex- Hanrahan as are all disciplinary actions." He
ecutive salary increase by stating that he often added that in some cases, "I believe that Fr.
worked thirty hours a week, as did other Hanrahan was too lenient, many of these

.

students could have been dismissed outright

from housing."
Duffy denied the suggestion that this action
would come as a surprise to any student involved. "Before receiving a letter the student
involved had been confronted by either an
RA, the Housing Office or by Fr. Hanrahan
himself."
Duffy emphasized that the Housing Office
acted only on the instructions of Fr.
Hanrahan. "Fr. Hanrahan," said Duffy,
"Made these decisions based on incident
reports and the evaluations of the RA.
Mark Vida, an RA at Kilsyth, told the

Heights how an RA determined which
students were to be judged uncooperative.
"There is no set criteria", he stated, "our
judgment rests upon a series of incidents over
the year. The people involved should not be
surprised at this action, if they have been
judged uncooperative in the eyes of an RA
that person should be well aware of it."
Vida observed that, "Every area has its
own flavor, what might be permissable here
might not be on Lower Campus. We try to
judge how a student might fit into a particular
area based on our own experience." Vida admitted that uncooperativebehavior might not
necessarily involve violation of the rules of
residency. "What it might involve," he said,
"is a student who for some reason has a room
to himself and rejects fifteen potential roommates the Housing Office sends down. No
rules have been broken but the spirit of
inoperativeness has been destroyed."
(Continued on page 14)
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BCEC Seminar 7pm, Murray neighboring universities and
Conference Room
colleges. 7:15 McGuinn sth floor
lounge.
Campus Crusade for Christ 7pm,
McGuinn 3
The Idiot 1957 a classic version of
the Christ like figure of Myshkin
Environment Center Seminar Bpm, from Dostoevsky's novel.
Murray Conference Room.
Final meeting of the Homophile
Artist in the Foyer 11-2pm, Union for the year. A summation of
McElroy lower foyer
the past year and plans for next year
will be discussed. Refreshments.
McGuinn 117. Bpm. Karate Club
Wednesday, April 23 meeting 4pm, Res Stu Lounge

NEWSBRIEFS
Monday April 21

of lunar rock and soil samples from
NASA being studied in advanced
Geology courses will be on display
for persons in the university from
1:30 til spm in Devlin 211. All invited.

WSI Meeting 6:3opm, Higgins 266.

Tuesday, April 22
Fr. Brendan Connolly SJ will be celebrated
at noon in St. Mary's Chapel. The
library staff invites the university
community to participate in
remembering Father and all his contributions to Boston College.
An Anniversary Mass for

The Mendel Club and the Guild of
St. Luke of Boston are pleased to
announce the Second Annual Guild
Lecture on Medical Ethics:
"Utilitarian Philosophy in
Medicine: Some Lessons from the
Third Reich' Speaker Leo Alexander MD, consultant to chief
counsel for War Crime, Nuremburg
1946-7. Higgins 307, 7:3opm.

Neil Rantoul a professional
photographer of freelance in
acrhitectural subjects. A purist who
deals with everyday objects. Month
of May he will exhibit black and
whites in the main lobby of Bapst
Library.

History Dept film Battle of Algiers

the bicentennial year
Seminar Communication in Ant
Societies Dr. Bert Holldobler, Prof
of Biology, Harvard, 4:3opm,
Higgins 304

Get offon
DOUBT F J§r^
«&

the following week. The coop will be
held in McElroy 104 and will be
open from 12-5 Monday through
Friday.

1976-76 Financial Aid Applications
were due on March 1 and will now
Mendel Club meeting 4:3opm, be accepted only on a late basis.
Notarized copies of 1974 federal tax
Higgins 266
returns are due Apri 30.
Knights of Columbus Soviet Lecture
7:3opm, Murray Conference room 1975-76 Basic Opportunity Grant
Applications are now available in
UGBC Caucus meeting 7:3opm, the Financial Aid Office and may be
McGuinn 113
picked up by an interested undergraduate student in the Class of
Resident Fellow Program presents '77, '78' or '79. All students in these
Drug Movie Revenge 10pm, three classes who are applying for
McGuinn Aud.
any type of federal aid for 1975-76
are required to apply for this also.
The Student Eligibility Report
which the governments sends to the
students after the application is
Thursday, April 24
processed must be returned in all
cases to the Financial Aid Office by
Mendel Club Seminar Series, June 1, 1975 or no other federal aid
will be processed.
4:3opm, Higgins 266

Spring Fest on the Green opening 4 & 7pm, McGuinn aud

Poli Sci Majors there will be a runThe Slavic and Eastern Circle at
off election today and tomorrow History Dept. presents Battle of Boston College announces a Rusfrom 10am-4pmin McElroy Foyer. Algiers 4&7pm, McGuinn Aud.
sian Spring Festival open free to all
members of the BC academic comSee The Moon Rocks Thin sections WSI meeting 6:3opm, Higgins 266. munity and to colleagues at

i,

in Sept. We will sell books for
two weeks starting Sept 15-26. We
will return money and unsold books
again

Students interested in obtaining a
Guaranteed Insured Student Loan
are urged to begin the application
process now at your localbanks. BC
Financial Aid applications must
also be filed in such cases. If the adjusted family income is greater than
Professor Lewis W. Spitz of Stan- $15,000, a PCS must be filed as
ford University will speak on Luther well.
Impact on Modern Views of Man
3pm, Murray Conference room, Small Claims Court Referal Service,
landlord and other ripoffs up to
McElroy
$400 can be taken to Small Claims
Court without a lowyer. Mass
PIRG McElroy 118, m-f 11-2, 969-0100 x713.
Friday, April 25
Boston College Bicentennial Committee (BCBC) sponsors a wine and
cheese party. The Mass. State
Bicentennial Comm. will show a
film. Bpm. Location to be announced.

Y.

Why take the time to roll with /wo papers, and lick fw/'ce for
one smoke? With double-width e-z wider you roll one, lick once
and you're off! There's no faster easier way to roll your own.
And there's no better gummed paper made. So roll with e-z
wider and get off on the double.
©

1975robert burton associates. Ltd.

The Sino Soviet Student Caucus will
be holding theirfinal meeting of the
semester in the Eagles Nest at 4pm.
This week's topic will consider the
Sino-Soviet rift and its
ramifications.

The Film Board needs members For
information, please see Eric Hafen
or Katie Kiss in McElroy 141.
O'Connell Student Union a study
and lounge space, piano practice, a
place to get away from it all, 7pmlam, daily.
Murray House 292 Hammond St.,

Saturday, April 26

is open 10am-10pm weekdays. Eat
lunch, relax, study, play piano,
ping-pong or watch TV.

The Conference of British Studies
will hold its Northeastern regional
meeting at BC. Call Prof Dan
McCue at x648 or visit Carney 458.

MUSICIANS! We are trying to
form a musicians' union at BC
which would provide its members
with information about practice
rooms, a chance to meet other
musicians, guest speakers and
various other activities. If you are a
musician, or would like to be, and
would be interested in such an
organization for next year, please
stop by the Student Activities Office, McElroy 141 and fill out a
short form.

UGBC sponsored bus tour of Concord and Lexington. Includes free
guided tours of historic sites and
battlegrounds and also a box lunch.
10-4:4opm.meet in McElroy, $2 per
person. Tickets available at ticket
booth and Bicentennial table during
Spring fest.

??Focused on

International Student ID Cards: Information regarding reduced fare
travel to Europe, applications for
Youth Hostel memberships are
Pantomine Show by John Gilbert abailable in the Student Activities
followed by a discussion on mime Office, Tuesdays, Thursdays,
and the creative process. Campion Fridays, from llam-2pm.
Aud Bpm.
Undergraduate Foreign Students
The Fallacy of IQ will be discussed local organization has small
by Richard Lewontin, Prof of scholarship fund to help with tuition
Zoology and Evolutionary Genetics expenses. Maximum award $500.
at 11am. His talk will be given at awards are based on financial need
the Ethical Society of Boston, and academic ability. For details
sComm. Aye. Free.
contact Toby Plevin, Foreign Student Office, McElroy 141.

Sunday, April 27

Make your appointment now for
your YEARBOOK PORTRAITS at

SUB TURRI OFFICE McELROY 101
9am

?

spm

TUESDAY

?

FRIDAY

969-0100
ext 593

LAST FOUR DAYS
FOR PHOTO SITTINGS

FREEwillBICYCLE!
receive number which makes

a
On the day of your sitting you
you eligible to win a brand new 10 speed bike.
Drawing to be held April 26

Foreign students and families are
invited to dinner as guests of the
Lexington Rotary Club, Monday
May sth. For reservations, contact
We will accept books for two weeks the World Affairs Council, 267starting Wed. April 23 to Monday -6674, or the Foreign Student Office,
May 6. Also we will accept books McElroy 141.

Announcements
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Sociology Students Experiment with Incarceration
classruom projects, and Donald
by Patrick Thornton
A group of 18 sociology students Tela, another student who assumed
participated in a simulation of an in- the role of facility director. The
tensive child care environment, dur- remaining twelve students were
ing the weekend of April 4-6. Under given the role of a typical juvenile
the direction of Professor Hans sent to a locked up facility.
House rules parallel to those in an
Westerkamp of the Sociology
Department, the students isolated actual lock up environment were
themselves at Packard Mance, ad'pted and stringently enforced.
Stoughton ( a summer cottage ren- For example, the studenttal facility) with a staff of five. The delinquents were forbidden to hold
purpose of the weekend,as stated by matches at any time. To hold a lit
Westerkamp, was "to teach the cigarette required staff approval;
students (enrolled the Child Care the staff even had to light the
and Correction and Child Care cigarette.
Supervision classes), what it is like
Other rules included staff permisto be in a closed facility similar to sion to go to the bathroom, wake up
the ones many juvenile delinquents time at 7:30 am, bed time at 10:30
are subjected to."
pm, and all lights out be 11:00 pm.
The lines of authority and assignTo break rules was punishable by
ed roles for students were clearly es- a forfeiture of all free time, and the
tablished at the outset of the simula- assigning to the guilty party of adtion weekend.The "staff was com- ditional chores over and above those
posed of the five student group normally given. The severity of the
leaders who normally lead punishment depended on the staffs

UGBC Refuses Books
by Paul Hogan
The Heights investigation of
UGBC Expenditures was halted by
Duane Deskins, UGBC President.
In a statement to the Heights,
UGBC Treasurer Dave Bonagura,
explained "We(this administration)
have decided that the expenditures
of the Moran Administration were
honest, intact and showed integrity.
Both Bonagura and Deskins
acknowledged that by denying
access to the books to the Heights
they were breaking a previously
warranted agreementwith the paper.
Deskins stated that "His administration believes there is
nothing to be gained by slandering
another person's name and by looking into past Administrations."
When in the process of implementing the agreement with the Heights
Deskins explained "it was decided
the best thing to do was to forget it
(the agreement). He further stated
that "Time for that(the Heights investigation) is now passed and that
the thing to do now is to go for
government structure and the new
administration.
Bonagura stated that "the open
policy for the books goes under the

Deskin's Administration and begins
March 1, 1975. He added that "It's
(subject of investigation) Moran's
administration, not ours, and that
"it's past, gone, and dead."
Bonagura and Deskins' stated
that former UGBC President, Jim
Moran, never told them he wanted
the investigation halted, and that
they cut it off before it reached that
point.
Deskins stated that he believed
one of the reasons he was elected
was because of credibility, and that
his judgment should be accepted in
this case. Deskins' pointed out that
Moran was not committed to his
election and he owes no loyalty to
him, he has no motivation to harm
jr protect him. He felt this should
indicate his credibility, as well as the
way he is running his administration.
Both Deskin's and Bonagura
stated that they have examined the
books, felt them to be sufficiently
honest and in order, consulted
somewhat with former President
Moran and felt that the decision not
to allow the Heights access to the
books, was the best way to handle
this situation.

Schlesinger: Man, Not Office
of Pres. Deserves Respect
by Ann Cavan
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. Spoke at
Roberts Center last Wednesday
night on the "futureof the presidency." The event was part of the
Loyola Lecture Series, and was cosponsored by the School of
Management Honors Program and
UGBC.
Mr. Schlesinger is most noted as
a Pulitzer Prize winning hisotrian.
He was awarded the Pulitzer Prize
for History in 1945 for his book,
The Age of Jackson, and the
Pulitzer Prize for Biographyin 1965
for A Thowaad Days: John F.
Kennedy in the White Howe. Mr
Schlesinger also served as a special
assistant to Presidents Kennedy'and

Johnson.

In his address Schlesinger discussed the question of the presidency in the wake of the Watergate
years. He noted that "American
history has run the full circle in two
centuries; from Washington who
could not tell a lie to Nixon who
could not tell the truth."
Schlesinger's intense dislike of
the Nixon Presidency was most evident, as he described it as "one of
the most lawless administrations of
our history." The Nixon years were
illustrative of what Schlesinger
terms the "Imperial Presidency," in
which the President holds a great

deal of power which goes relatively
unchecked. Nixon attempted to expand his powers over Congress by
the impoundment of federal funds,
giving him more control over the
nations purse, and by his extension
of executive privileges to minimize
the power of Congressional investigation and oversight.
Mr. Schlesinger stressed that the
presidencies of Nixon and Johnson
are far from typical. However, he
said that "every generation is a
prisoner of its own experiences."
Young people today have only experienced these past two administrations. His generation experienced far more respected and
honorable Presidents such as FDR
Truman, Eisenhower and
Kennedy, whose governments had a
legitimacy worthy of the public's
faith and trust.
Schlesinger felt Americans had
begun to respect the office of the
president regardless of the man who
held it. He stated, "It is the man
who should command respect not
the office." He added, "Americans
can be proud of Gerald Ford for
stopping the grevious practice of
President worship...when he pardoned Nixon he ended that."
Also of great concern to Mr.
Schlesinger is the legacy of the Nix(Continued on page 15)

interpretation of the significance of facility."
the event. For example, a female Normal tensions for such a closed
student-juvenile who left the facility setting evolved as the weekend
without permission (equivalent to a progressed. In Tela's opinion, "the
run-away) but voluntarily returned students began to look upon the
had to sacrifice all of her free time staff as antagonistic as they blamed
for one day in addition to perfor- the staff for their problems, forgetming more household chores.
ting that their actions alone were
As to what the students actually responsible for their being there!'
encountered, upon arriving, the 12 Violent verbal exchanges were frejuveniles were put in one room with quent. However, no physical
all their belongings. Each individual violence took place, due in part to a
was the completely searched by a house rule forbidding staff to inflict
member of the same sex along with physical punishment.
the belongings. This is similar to a The tension snowballed within 24
search conducted by actual correc- hours into a combination angertion officials searching for contra- frustration atmosphere peaking in
band, drugs, etc.
an emotional response by the direcAfter the search, the students tor who let out his heightened
were shown their bedroom and bed
assignments. The separate male and
female facilities were equivalent to
army barrack accomodations, and
all members of the same sex were
quartered in the same room.
The reaction of the studentsjuveniles to their new surroundings
may surprise non-participating
members of the community. States
Westerkamp, "The students immediately took the role of delinquent children." As the simulation
proceeded and rules enforced, the
overall environment "really
depicted an actual child care lock up

frustrations with

tears. In Tela's
words, "this was the simulation's
most important point as the crying
made the residents understand how
the staff is effected by the environment. It made them forget
themselves for a moment." Also,
according to Tela, "this episode indicated the lack of cooperation existing in lock ups and that the subsequent lack of ther peutic environment dooms most rehabilitation efforts to fail.
As the weekend ended, the involved students expressed the feeling that they learned more about
themselves than during any other
equal length of time. No one felt
emotionally alone," said Tela.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Don't Forget to Attend
Church Services
this Summer

Work on Newton Progresses
by Ann McCarthy

The Committee formed to design
the Distinctive Undergraduate
Program at Newton met April 18 to
discuss problems and possibilities
for that program. Plans of the Newton Task Force were reviewed. The
two proposals have been the Intensive Semester Program (TISP) and
Freshman Year Experience (FYE),
although a combination of the two
is a possibility. The Task Force unanimously decided against retaining
the already isolated Newton Campus as a completely separate unit.
Students involved in such a program
will probably not take all their
courses at Newton.
The "living and learning expereince" is still under consideration. But if the program were to
begin in Jan. '76, the problem arises
of moving students already established at BC out to Newton and
vice versa. In this case, the attractiveness of the program is important
as students will hopefully be
registering on a voluntary basis. According to Paul C. Doherty,
Chariperson of the English Dept.,
classroom space is good and will be
sufficient for a program of this type.
It is expected that adequate library
space will also be available.

Karn

Bob

Paul Doherty
ment, May 19. A subcommittee will can foresee problems that may
then be formed to continue the work arise. He also stated that the Com-

throughout the summer. Doherty mittee would call in knowledgeable
explained that it is expected that people as needed.
September will bring the deadline
The space at Newton that has
for plans and then "real dates, etc." been reserved for undergraduate
will be announced.
pruposes is the Barry Science
Doherty's Committeeconsists of Pavilion. This will cause delay as
lab equipment must be removed and
twenty faculty, each one representing a departmentof A&S and Dean the building renovated for
O'Malley. As of yet, no students are traditional classrooms and lecture
members of the Committee, but halis.
TISP and FYE are only models.
they will be appointed by UGBC
during the summer. Doherty Manyproblems must be worked out
The Committee plans to meet at believes that students are necessary before a final decision can be reachregular intervals until Commence- as they have "better instincts" and ed.

Balch

Pel r

John

Arthur Schlesinger.
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Counseling: An Overburdened and 111-defined Office
by Christine Bresnahan
In an academic community, where
thousands of young people between the ages
of 18 and 22 live, both academicand personal
counseling are necessities. Although both exist at BC, they exist together in an ill-defined,
overburdened,and under-advertisedcapacity.
The counseling facilities at BC provide
limited aid for some, and no aid at all to a
large number of students who do not even
know the office exists. The BC Counseling
Serivce has both assets and liabilities. This article will attempt to point out the assets and
offer suggestions to correct the liabilities.

.

The BC Counseling Service has offices
located in each of the four undergraduate
colleges. The office in each school is open to
students from any other school in the University.
Nine staff psychologists are employed by
the service. Seven of them are licensed psychologists, and the remaining two are well on
their way towards doctorates and licensing.
The task assignments of the offices are to,
"assist students in matters pertaining to
educational planning, career decisions, personal adjustment and mental health health
problems." (Taken from a paper entitled,
"Counseling Services: Structure and Task
Assignments," printed by the counseling office.)

According to Weston Jenks, Director of
University Counseling Services, "We handle
all sorts of problems, ranging from the
serious to the most superficial. Students come
in looking for the rest rooms and students
icome in looking for themselves. We have
experience with every imaginable problem:
sexuality, drugs, character disorders, anxiety...and we deal with things like selection of
major and career choice."
Besides individual and group counseling
available in the offices (which, according to a
pie graph prepared by Counseling, accounts
for approximately 45% of the department's
work load), the service supervises prevention
and peer assistance programs(like Freshman
Assistants, Transfer Assistants, and
Joshua Center ) (20% of the work load).

In 1957 "in A&S we were losing 50% of each class"

They are available for consultation, and
also consult with Deans and various
departments,regularly in order to inform and
remain informed(15%). Another 15% of the
time is devoted to administrativeduties, and
the remaining 5% goes towards setting up information programs.
Jenks emphasized that the role of a psychologist at a University is primarily concerned with education, "If we wanted to deal exclusively with severe abnormality, we would
go into a hospital setting. We don't think of
students as being sick." Jenks went on to say
that students are in a stressful, caught
between situation; many times they are away
from home for the first time and don't want
to turn to their parents for advice any more.
When a counseling office is available, "It is
much better than if the student really had no
one whom he could depend on."
If a student is having more severe
emotional problems, however, psychiatric
consultation and treatment are available
through the College Mental Health Center of
Boston. A staff psychologist might refer a
student to the Center or a student might contact the College Center directly for an appointment.
Jenks was requested in January of 1957 to
set up a counseling service in the University.
Up until then, Jenks had been an English
professor. "We found out at that time that in
A&S we were losing, for all reasons, one out
of two students - 50% of each class that
started didn't finish within four years."
"We focused first of all on developing a
good orientation program,
and
on

don't have any ongoing tradition of faculty
advisement. When the place was a smaller
school, faculty advisement came easier. Now
many students don't know how or where to
seek advisement."
There are several solutions to this problem.
One would be to make it mandatoryfor each
student to have a faculty advisor, (as is done
at Tufts), whom one would be required to see
at least oncea semester. Jenks pointed out that
not all faculty members would be ideal
counselors, so perhaps faculty suited for the
job could be offered stipends, along with a
lighter course load, to become involved in
counseling students. Another suggestion,
mentionedby Jenks, and advocated by Kathy
Wankel, a student writing her thesis on
counseling at BC, would be the development
of generalists, both faculty and students who
have a knowledge of many areas of the university. Wankel also suggested that there
could be a body of students trained in
counselingl located in dormitories. Their purpose would be to perform as a counselor and
Sandy Jenks
information person, and to receive feedback
At area Universities, the numbers of psy- from students on any problems, etc. These
having the counseling office
available for students. Student chologists appears to be very similar to the students could be given financial benefits like
Activities has since taken over many of the numbers at BC. Tufts has 10 counselors, all RA's.
jobs the counseling office performed then. psychologists, along with one social worker,
"We used to publish the Student Activities and a number of interns. Harvard's middle
Handbook; I was a memberof the committee groung Bureau of Study Council has a staffof
that got student government going at BC. The nine, includingpsychologists, and psychiatric "The resources that exist at
place was growingrapidly, and our office was social workers, Brandeis has two part time the counseling service could
paralleling that growth. As other offices (like psychiatrists, four psychologists, a social
worker and a black counselor. (Brandeis, be used more effectively...lt is
Student Activities) were set up, we began doludicrous to expect one office
ing things more pertinent." The attritionrate, however, has only 3000 undergraduates).
by the way. soon dropped to one in five.
Looking at the figures alone is misleading. to do
two completely different
All of these schools provide separate offices
When the University's female population for academic counseling. Harvard's system of jobs."
grew, the counseling office added women, to academic advisement is quite extensive, with
the staff. "I wouldn't have fewer than three its tutorial system,cwhich assigns each stuAnother problem with the counseling office
women counselors,and would like to have dent an advisor whenhe is a freshman and a
more." One of the staff psychologists, Gloria senior. (Harvard also has a strictly psy- this year seems to be an overlapping of
Blue, is black, and part of her job is to focus chological psychiatric counseling service run facilities, and a general lack of communication between counseling and other offices in
by the University Health Service.)
on the needs of minority students.
the school. Although Jenks holds weekly
meetings with deans, financial aid officers,
career placement, and various other offices
"with only nine counselors and 8100 undergraduates, the thoughout the university,
communicationstill
seems to be lacking. An example of this, is
ratio of counselor to student is around 1 to 900."
that this year there was an overlapping of
career planning programs in academic,career
and counseling offices. The overlap seemed to
have resulted from a lack of knowledge of
According to figures kept by the counseling At Tufts, again, the psychological counseloffice, 45% of the undergraduate students on ing offices deal primarily with the personal what the other office was doing, and thus a lot
A&S used the counseling service for an andemotionaldifficulties students are having. of valuable time and energy was wasted on all
average of three visits, last year. Jenks ex- A separate Academic Counseling office sides.
The resources that exist at the counseling
plained that this number doesn't count over handles general academic advisement. Each
1600 drop-ins, nor does it include those incoming student is given an advisor within service could be used more effectively.
students who come in for regular counseling his department; if later the student wanted to Academic advisement should be separated
or therapy on a weekly basis.
change that advisor, he or she would do it from personal counseling. Innovative
programs, such as the generalists should be
In summary, Jenks is to be commendedfor through the Academic Counseling office.
tried. It is ludicrous to expect one office to do
setting up, from scratch, such an extensive BC has no system set up for academic adsystem. In addition, his ability as a personal visement. Consequently the counseling office two completely different jobs. If personal
counselor is highly praised by students who has taken on responsibility. The lack of counseling could stand alone, perhaps the ofhave had contact with him. "He helped me academic advisement is not the fault of the fice would have enough time to advertise to
put some direction into my life," commented counseling office. In the words of Jenks, students who really need help, and perform
one former client. Others on his staff have "One of the problems we have at BC is we one job excellently.
also been lauded.
**»

When viewing the counseling facilities
critically, the first thing which comes to the
eye is that the offices and staff are overburdened. Many times a student with an ordinary problem must wait from one to three
weeks for an appointment. As one student
commented, many problems, which really
can't be classified as emergencies, but are
pretty important, just don't wait that length
of time.
There is a simple explanationfor the wait with only nine counselors and 8100 undergraduates, the ratio of counselor to student is around 1 to 900.
"We don't advertise," the presence of the
office, explains Jenks, "because we have too
many customers now."
This lack of advertisement has kept the
facilities unvisible to many students. Despite
the fact that Jenks says 45% of the students
use the facilities, only 7 out of the 25 students
the Heights informally surveyed in Bapst
Library, had been to the counseling office.
Ten of those people did not know the place
existed, and another 6 (altogether 16) had no
idea what services were offered. Most of those
thought it was only an academic counseling
office.
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Affirmative Action: How
Deep is the Commitment?
By Alice Jeghelian, Ph.D.

Directorof AffirmativeAction Boston College

When the telephone rang in my office one
morning a month ago it was not an unusual
request that I heard. As an affirmativeaction
officer, I have received many such calls in the
past three and one-half years requests for
consultation, information and assistance.
Three hours later this particular caller was actually leaving my office, armed with copies of
affirmative action materials and resources
used at Boston College. He happened to be
the vice president of another university and
was responsible for their affirmative action
program. As he was leaving, he exclaimed
"You're so far ahead of us. .we've barely
begun getting into affirmative action!"
Like anyone else responsible for a function
in an organization, I was pleased to get that
feedback. From other sources, too, I have
heard for example that Boston College is
leading most Jesuit institutions in our affirmative action program. Why then does this
knowledge fail to satisfy me that we are doing
all that we possibly can to implement our affirmative action policies? Unlike some universities, Boston College maintains a well-staffed
Affirmative Action Office with an adequate
operating budget to help create and nourish
its programs. Why is this somehow not
enough? As the affirmative action officer for
the University, I have a conflict in trying to
evaluate our performance for the very reason
that the Office of Affirmative Action is included in that performance. On the other
hand, as a memberof the University's table of
organization (and yet not considered a "normal" part of the administration), I feel I can
comment on the status of affirmative action
here from a unique and sensitive perspective.
I have observed, for instance, that the
University seems to want to do the right sorts
of things, that we do try, and that we are frequently frustrated, We tend to give up too
easily. Repeatedly we are baffled by the lack
of statistics and how to figure the availability
of minorities in the respective disciplines.
Sometimes we simply find it hard to change
an old, established way of doing things. And
sometimes just on principle we rigidly resist
any external imposition of rules and
regulations that seem to threaten our
academic freedom.
Not long ago a University officer told me
he spent 95 percent of his time trying to find
the loopholes in any system, and that if he
wanted to, he could beat the affirmative action monitoring system in order to "legally "
hire a particular person he had in mind.
(Think of what that same energy might
produce if utilized in behalfof affirmative action!) It was his way of illustrating that all the
systems and procedures (which our official
visitors admire so much) are not worth a
damn if a manager does not wish to observe
them! To me it also illustrates thatany affirmative action program is helpless without an
empowering sense of commitment felt
throughout the University.
In spite of these experiences, I feel there
has been some progress at Boston College some real and measurable, some perceived
and as yet unmeasurable. That progress has
been theresult of motivation stemmingpartly
from the high-level, philosophical commitment of the University. But perhaps it is more
realistic to say that the motivation stemmed
equally from a low-level, practical fear that if
we do not act according to explicit Federal
guidelines we will be found out of compliance
with the law and therefore also out of cash!
Such motivation is_ of limited duration,
however. Recently I have noticed among
some a feeling that "the heat is off" as far as
government enforcementis concerned. This is
not true. Methods of conducting complicance
reviews have changed but not the laws
themselves.
It is true that Boston College has difficulty
attracting minority applications. Less than
aggressively persuasive recruitment may be
onereason for this. It is also true that Boston
College has difficulty retaining its minority
faculty and professional staff. It is not my
purpose here to detailall the possible reasons
why. Suffice it to say that the University's
"image" still may be invisible in the minority
community outside, and that minority faculty
and staffstill may feel invisible (devalued, dismissed) in the Boston College community in-

-
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side. The University administration is aware
of this problem and is troubled by it. We are
deeply concerned that offers of positions
made to minorities have not been accepted offers we know to be competitive with other
universities. We have been discouraged by
these results. And in some instances I feel we
have tended to throw up our hands and say
"What's the use!"
We recognize, however, that the roots of
our problem are not all "out there" - that
many of the roots are deeply embedded and
growing right inside the University. We all
know that discriminationmay exist in many
forms, acknowledged and unacknowledged,
overt and covert. I feel that unacknowledged
or unconscious discrimination exists at
Boston College as it does everywhere else in
our society. It is the result of commonly held
attitudes, beliefs and assumptions about
minorities and women, and is systemic in the
way it operates. Since attitudesaffect motivation, it follows that a negative attitude can
have a devastatingeffect on our motivation to
implement affirmative action. In my opinion
it not only can, but in many instances it has
affected our motivation so that when the
negotiation with a prospective minority or
woman candidate becomes a little tough,
some managers have given up rather than try
a selling job that convincingly says "We want
you and we want you to want us!"
I believe this type of discrimination
(unacknowledged, unrecognized and
camouflaged by social conditioning) is behind
some of the apparent "lack of action" or
"lackluster action" at Boston College and is
therefore at least partly responsible for the
disappointing numerical results.
Since affirmative action programming
began at the University we have experienced a
loss of minority faculty particularly Black
faculty in Arts and Sciences. The recruitment
and retention of minority faculty continues to
be our single most critical affirmative action
problem. Faculty women are still underutilized in several departments (as the new Affirmative Action Plan will show). While the
overall number of women in administrative

-

and professional positions does not reflect underrepresentation, their positions within the
University organization continue to be at the
lowest entry levels or at best in staff positions.
The few women non-academic "line
managers" who do exist are in charge of tiny
departments with tiny staffs or tiny budgets
or both. The two women deans in academic
administration are associated with fields
characterized as "feminine" - Nursing and
Education. Women chairing academic
departments are also in fields usually identified as "feminine" - Fine Arts, Sociology
and Music. (Keep in mind that ordinarily
management or executive administration is
considered a "masculine" field).. Clearly,
complex factors account for the choices that
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happened to the notion of results?
In my opinion, affirmative action results
(as measured by numbers) are based on two
sources of conditions: (I) internal to the
University and (2) external to the University.
The internal conditions are characterized by
institutional commitment, availability of
jobs, affirmative search, and good faith in
carrying out that affirmative search. External
conditions are characterized by labor market
conditions, the availability of qualified
minorities and women in a particular field,
and the success of the University in competing with other institutions in attracting and
retaining such persons. Of all these conditions, institutional commitment is the most
important.
has

Since affirmative action programming began

at the University we have experienced a loss of
minority faculty-particularlyBlack faculty in Arts

and Sciences. The recruitment and retention of
minority faculty continues to be our single most

critical affirmative action problem...
women have made in entering the fields they
have, and equally complex factors within the
University continue to reinforce these
choices. If underutilizationexists for women,
it is an underutilization of talent, perhaps the
most wasted human potential of all.
HEW has indicated that if an institution
fails to meet its hiring goals in any one year,
this does not necessarily mean it will be found
"out of compliance" with the law, providing
that it can demonstrate with documentation
that it has made "good faith efforts" to
achieve these goals. Critics of the Federal
guidelines for compliance claim that this
could be interpreted to mean affirmative action requires only "good faith efforts" and
that you don't ever have to hire minorities
and womenas long as you have a lot of paper
(real or faked) that says you're trying! What

UGBC :

Obviously, then, good faith efforts alone
are not enough. In order to achieve the affirmative action goals (numerical results) that
we have set for ourselves, we must begin with
a total commitmenton the part of the University. Without it, we have only an eleborate but
empty shell (the Affirmative Action Plan), a
perfunctory set of procedures, and a statement of intent that may never be actualized.
Is there commitment at Boston College? I
believe that there is in an isolated sort of
way, seemingly unconnected to the other
goals and priorities of the University. Only
when we take the time to consider why affirmative action is important to the quality of
education at Boston College - then and only
then will we be able to achieve the sense of
total commitment that is vital to the success
of our program.

-
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Fraught with Problems and No Direction
By Jim Green

After six weeks in office it is apparent that
This could hardly be considered a
the Deskins' administration is experiencing democratic process nor does it give credence
to Deskins' claim thathe would improve comorganizational difficulties.
The basis of the difficulty is Duane munications between UGBC and the student
Deskins' failure to provide adequate body.
leadership, although he is working extremely For the record, however, the official cause
hard.
of death of the revised constitution was that
Deskins is too involved in the day to day less than 25% of the student body voted upon
operations of the government and is not mak- it, not that the effort was rushed and poorly
ing effective use of his administrative planned.
The second entanglement Deskins became
assistants.
Deskins will be more successful if he con- involved in was the issue of UGBC expencentrates on coordinating the efforts of the ditures during the month of February, the last
executive cabinet and the various committees month of the Moran administration.
but delegatesreal authority and responsibility
The controversy started when it was
for the actual work to chairpeopleand cabinet brought to the Heights attention that over
members. Deskins is spreading himself too $40 000 had been spent by UGBC during the
thin. He is trying to get in on everything month of February while only $89,000 had
rather than setting policy and letting his been spent in the previous five months.
The Heights did a preliminaryinvestigation
government implement it.
Though the Deskins administration does into the matter with the cooperation of
not yet have any major accomplishments to Deskins and treasurer Dave Bonagura. It was
boast of, it can lay claim to several "unac- discovered that the UGBC financial records
were haphazard and not in accordance with
complishments."
The first of these debacles was the manner any sound accountingprodedures. This made
in which the constitutional revision was interpretation of the transactions very difhandled. After taking office, Deskins im- ficult to outsiders, and even Deskins and
mediately began work on the constitution, as Bonagura were unable to explain some of the
entries.
he promised during the campaign.
The reviseddocument was submitted to the Deskins agreed to the Heights request that
UGBC caucus which reworded it enough to a more in depth investigation of the financial
change its spirit. Deskins seriously considered records be permitted. The plan was to comvetoing the constitution but then decided to pile a list ofall expendituresfor February and
discussthem with former president Jim
proceed.
When the UAS elections were held, Moran, and former treasurer Tony Sukienik.
After ten days of negotiating between the
students wereasked to vote upon the constitution, which was supposed to appear on the Heights, UGBC and Moran, the investigation
ballots, but did not. Deskins explained that was suddenly halted by Deskins. Apparently
the decision was made following a telephone
the absence was due to a lack of time.
The absurdity of the affair was that conversation between Bonagura and Moran
students were asked to vote upon a revised which had been arraged by the Heights. The
constitution which was never published purpose of the conversation was to establish a
anywhere. The only opportunity to read the time for the three parties to meet.
document afforded the voter was to go to the Deskins told the Heights that he had investigated the situation himself and had found
UGBC office and ask to see it.

everything to be in order. He added that ti.
Heights (and students of BC) would have to
accept his word for it.
The Heights doesn't claim any right to audit
UGBC's financial records but there is a need
for someone external to UGBC to perform
this function.
The third area of disappointment I'd like to
dwell on results from Deskins' campaign
rhetoric espousing the need for increased input to UGBC from the student's
Indicative of this inactivity Was Deskins'
"shut up and listen" attitude at the UGBC
town meeting last Tuesday.
Several times during the meeting Deskins
told individuals to "shut up and listen" when
they attempted to interject comments. The
purpose of a town meeting is for the populace
to speak their minds, but Deskins lost sight of
this and offended several people in the
process, despite his apology afterwards.
c student at the meetingsuggested that a
"gadfly" committeebe established to be used
to strengthen UGBC's negotiating position
with the administration. The concept behind
the "gadfly" technique is to increase the
visibility of an issue by dramatizing it. Junior
Walke 's one man protest against racism is a
good example.
Deskins told the student who made the
suggestion that, "We need a gadfly committeelike we need a horse's ass!" Treatment
like this does not encourage participation.
The budget controversy was unfolding as
the Heights went to press. The first
questionstudetns should ask Duane Deskins is
why the Student-Alumni Relations Committee budget was increased tnefold ($5OO to
$5000), when committees which serve the
students, such as the social or cultural committee received cuts. Who is the government
supposed to serve? The students will be
deprived so that UGBC can entertain Alumni.
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Letters to the Editor
Money to Vietnam

On O'Malley

In the past week Pres. Ford has urged
Congress to appropriate large sums of money
to aid the government of South Vietnam anc
to provide American troops for the evacuation of American civilians. This request is
fraught with dangers. It will not prevent the
defeat of the present Saigon regime, and it
might lead to the direct reinvolvement of
American forces in the area. It represents a
last gasp attempt to rescue a bankrupt policy.
In defense of this request Pres. Ford has
claimed the present route of S. Viet, forces
was caused by a lack of American aid. This
claim is nothing less than an updated "stab in
the back" myth. It is intended to divert attention from the real source of S. Viet. Troubleslack of popular support, widespread corruption, and military inefficiency. For example,
in recent months the desertion rate in the S.
Viet-army has risen to almost 24,000 per
month, hardly an indication of rank and file
desire to defend the present regime. (NYT
2/27/75). There is no leadership at the Top
levels of commandeither. The veteran Times
correspondent Drew Middleton wrote two
weeks ago that "American officers recognized that nepotism and corruption would be rife
at the higher levels of command" after the
US withdrew (April I, 1975).
There was no shortage of material either.
In the past weeks the S. Viets. have abandoned over $1 billion in military hardware.
As the route was taking place, the Pentagon
itself pointed out "despite Congressional
reductions in military aid, South Vietnamese
forces were not critically short of either ammunition or fuel." (NYT March 28, 1975)
And US aid even in 1974 (its low point) has
been twice the aid supplied to the North by
the USSR and China.(lbid.) In short, the
Thieu government has no one but itself to
blame for the situation it finds itself in.
President Ford has biven Congress until
April 19th to make up for its "blame" in losing the war. The exertion of this extraordinary pressure on Congress in a compulsive
effort to reinvolve the nation in the Vietnam
tragedy is sure to continue beyond April 19th
and calls for a strong response. We urge those
who do not share the view that America must
remain forever tied to a discredited ally to
write their representatives in Washington and
offer support for the determination Congress
has thus far shown not to expend further
blood and treasure in a losing effort to settle
another nation's civil war.
Alan Lawson
Peter Weiler

To the Editors:
We as students at Boston College were appalled by the April 14 issue of the Heights
concerning "general dissatisfaction" with
Dean Thomas P. O'Malley as an administrator. In our combined experience at
Boston College we have know Father
O'Malley as teacher, administrator, and
counsellor in both academic and personal
matters. In spite of increased responsibilities
since his advent to the deanship. he has not
ceased to show an interest in us and
responded generously and efficiently to requests in times of personal crisis.
Certainly, it would be easy for a dean to
isolate himselffrom students behind a barrier
of administrative problems. We feel,
therefore, that a sincere effort not to do so is
commendable. Reaching beyond this, Father
O'Malley's genuine and effective concern for
many of us is deserving of praise and admiration.
It is disheartening to remark that in the entire article of April 14 only Father O'Malley
himself is quoted as being concerned with the
relationship of the dean to students. To those
who neglect to consider this relationship we
ask whether the worth of the deanship should
be measured by an ability to shuffle papers or
by a warm responsiveness to the needs of
students.
Beverly M. Kienzle
Ph.D. Candidate, Romance Languages
Heidi L. Schwarzbauer
Class of 75

More on O'Malley

and objective publication encompassing all
areas and aspects of the University.
Furthermore, Joan Quinlan and her entourage have succeeded only in downgrading
the cause of women rather than upholding it.
Almost every week The Heights contains a
minimum of two or three articles addressing
the "plight of modern women." Not only do
these articles misrepresent true women's
liberation but they impede the use of space for
other needed and more informative articles.
The feature on SOM women a few weeks ago
is a prime case in point. 1 found the letter
written by a senior woman who had undergone many interviews to be poorly expressed and in bad taste. I am incredulous, especially as my experience in job-seeking this
year indicates that business is eager to hire
competent women. I highly douht that catcalls and other insulting gestures on the part
of males will be eliminated solely by filling
pages of The Heights with weekly articles
condemming such actions. These men are not
chauvinistic they are merely as insecure and
unaware of their own identity and potential as
people as are their female counterparts who
write such articles.
I hope you will publish this letter as I feel
that the opposite female view should be given
an chance for expression.
Heidi Schwarzbauer
Class of '75

Senior Week

To the editor,
I am writing this letter out of astonishment
at the lack of voice given to students on
matters that directly concern them. This year
has already proven to be a disgrace where student "leaders" are concerned. Ths mismanagement of funds by this year's student
government is only one appalling example.
Now again we see certain people taking liberties with student's money.
The appropriation of $2000 of senior week
money to Oxfam without the approval of the
senior student body was an act that once
again has overtones of financial mismanagement and disregard for .student opinion.
I am not in any way trying to de-emphasize
the needs of starving people all over the
world, however the senior class should have
been given the opportunity to voice its opinion. It is not seldom that we hear stories
about the leaders of underdeveloped nations
pocketing famine relief money, or of tons of
food shipments rotting away on docks and in
airports. And what about India spending
millions of dollars developing nuclear
weapons while millions ofher peoplestarve to
death in time of famine?
With all the worthy charities in the world, I
am disappointed that the senior class was not
consulted in the decision. In being informed
of the act after it was done, I am left with the
familiar feeling that the members of the student government have once again acted on
behalf of their own interests and not those of
the students they are supposed to be leading.
In a time where the nationwide trend is for
more open and sincere government, things
seem to be remaining the same here at BC;
where there is little regard for student opinion. With choruses of "we won't be fooled
again" playing naively in the background, I
bid thee farewell Boston College, perhaps a
little wiser, perhaps a bit more cynical.
Joseph Pisher
SOM 75

To the Editor:
Since freshman year I haverelied upon the
Heights to provide me with the information
necessary to supplement my knowledge of university activities, whether social or athletic.
My distress, however, at the manner in which
the Heights has begun to report the "facts"
increases with each edition. Unless the aim of
your journalism is to provoke a large "Letters
to the Editor" column, I cannot understand
the steady decline of this paper's integrity in
reporting.
I am particularly upset by your article concerning Dean O'Malley. Your front-page
headline reads: "Dissatisfaction with
O'Malley Performance". Performance as a
what, is my question. Essential to critical examination is a definition of the primary functions of a dean. Should the dean become a
personal force in the college, or resign himself
to becoming entangled, to an excessive extent,
in the bureaucracy which accompanies any
large institution? I maintain that the dean has
Politics at BC
acted competently despite the articles alleged
To the editor:
accustions(sic).
The present political situation at BC. is
To these allegations I shall now turn.
rapidly turning from bad to worse. Recently Although I realize that, currently, national
the UAS candidates bombardedus with signs samplings and polls carry some clout, I find it
asking for our votes in that election.Yet few, hard to comprehend that an article of such
(I can think of two off hand) seem to feel it
import can be based on the "consensus
necessary to tell us why they deserve our vote. opinions" of only fifteen or so people. The
One sign had written on it, "Libraries, first diatribe against O'Malley is anonymous
Tenure, UAS accountability". While at least as are more than one-half of the people interthis shows this candidate's campaign related viewed. These remarks should be stricken
thoughts ran deeper than what color to paint altogether, and this manner of procuring inhis signs, he still failed to say what he would formation, now so prevalent in many of the
do about these issues. Another poster had a Heights' articles, should be checked.
profile of a candidate with his name unCareful reading of the non-anonymous UGBC Budget
derneath. Was he asking us to vote for him quotes, though few, reveals that O'Malley has To The Editor:
because he's cute??
often played a "leadershiprole". The quarrel
Last Tuesday night there was a Town
One might logically conclude from all this is, basically, over the time used to "imple- Meeting sponsored by the UGBC Comthat either the candidates don't take the UAS ment things fully." Is the Heights unable to munications Committee. Its purpose was to
realize that time is consumed, in part, by ad- introduce the members of the new Cabinet to
seriously enough to devote their time to inform us of their views, or they feel that no one ministrative ministry? Well-organized the student body, and to inform the students
would pay attention if they did. I think foresight, which is critical at this occasion of in what areas their student government has
probably its a little of botii
university expansion, also takes time. been working since March I, Unfortunately
It seems the UGBC caucus comDecisions currently made will not have tem- the student turnout was very poor and
munications committeeand the UGBC presitherefore many students did not have the opporary effects.
dent also think little of the average student.
Although unusual reporting tactics do have portunity to hear the discussion on the
We were asked if we approved of a new contheir place, I feel the Heights has overstepped proposed Undergraduate Budget for 1974stitution. It would have been nice if Mr. its journalistic allowances.
-1975. I would like to give them an idea of
Deskins had lived up to his promises of keepwhat occurred.
Sincerely,
ing students informed, and had let us know a Joseph J. Trad A&S '75
The Undergraduate Budget as it stands
new constitution was even being considered.
now is a series of recommendations from the
O'Malley & Feminism
When I went to vote, a copy of the new conFinance Committee (composed of the Presilo the Editors:
dent, the Treasurer, 3 Caucus Members and a
stitution was no where to be found. How did
they expect me to have an opinion? (in all
The recent attack on Thomas P. O'Malley, student appointed by the President) as to how
fairness to UGBC there was a poster placed S.J. has not been the only article which has the 160,000 collected through the Activities
somewhat symbolically on a nearby trash can
aroused my desire to respond, although this is Fee should be distributed. It is subject to the
with a three line explanation of the proposed the only time I am actually exercising this final approval of the Caucus.
constitution.)
right.
In examining this proposed budget both as
Considering the information available to
During my entire four years at Boston a student and as a former member of the
College, but especially this year, I have found Cabinet, I find it to be a poor allocation of
the voter, 18 percent seems like a large turnout.
The Heights to be the organ of subjective un- available monies. There are 3 major points in
rest on the part of an elite clique rather than the budget which I question: The raise in ExSincerely,
Don Oakes A&S. '76
the ideal college newspaper: an informative ecutive Salaries from last year's $2,200 to this

,

year's $3,800, the formation of a Women's
Caucus, and it's allocation of $7,000, and the
raising of the Alumni-Student Relations
Committe's budget to 10 times last year's. I
also question the budget cuts made to allow
for these increases.
I demand an identification of the parties
receiving this money, the amount, and the
reasoning behind these decisions. Secondly, I
assume that if money is alloted to a special interest group such as the Women's Caucus,
then precedent is being set for any such group
to petition and to obtain UGBC funding. I
feel that such financial support would cause
factioning among the already disjointed committees. The allocation to the AlumniStudent Relations committee seems to me to
be a matter which should be taken up by the
University, or at least funded in part by the
Alumni Association. I find the students funding this committee to be absurd; in effect it is
working with two distinct groups who should
have equal responsibilities in all matters
(including funding.)
I urge all interested students to pick up a
copy of the proposed budget in UGBC,
McElroy 120, to study it, and to be present at
the Caucus Meeting. It will be held Wednesday, April 23, at 7:30 p.m. in McGuinn (room
to be confirmed). It is student money (their
$20. Activity Fee) and it is now that the
students have the chance to decide where and
how it is to be spent.
Mary Ann Miceli
A&S '75

Due Process
To the editor,
Concerning Ann O'Connor's letter in support of the Senior Week Committee donating
$2000 to Oxfam I must say that she has completly missed the point.
The method of decision was certainly unjust. Why can't we be asked how we wish to
spend our money? Is there anything wrong
with polling the seniors to determine if they
wish to support this charity? The Senior
Week Committeehas said, "If you object to
the use of the senior week funds for this purposeyou are urged to voice your opinion. You
do have a say in the matter." It is nice of the
committee to acknowledge that we can
provide input, but the time for that is before
and not after the fact. It is difficult to believe
that these are the same students who believe it
is important for a student to vote on tenure
decisions.
Miss O'Connor is upset that some people
who can use our money are hungry. Somehow
I don't feel that the situation is my fault. This
$2000 will do very little in the long run to
keep people from starving. It makes little
sense to keep pulling drowning people out of
the water, eventually you must go upstream
and see who is pushing them in. I as an
American don't feel compelled to spend my
money to feed hungry people in India when
that country spends its money on a nuclear
program, when the distribution of available
food is uneven, and when 25 percent of the
food that is sent rots away before it can be
distributed.The issues of population,land being held out of production, inefficient farming
methods, and political systems that do not
provide incentives to growfood are all factors
in the present situation. Unfortunately the
food issue is more complicated than Miss
O'Connor's letter seems to indicate.
It is not necessary to go too far from
Boston College campus to find people living
on a subsistence level. Why then is it more important to help third world nations knowing
that there are people starving here in the
USA.
Is hunger more compelling than innocent
children struck with muscular dystrophy? I
don't think that it is an issue for the Senior
Week Committee to decide.
The point is that nobody should start ranking charities for others. If students wish to
forego caps and gowns and donate that
money to charity that is fine so long as it is
done on a voluntary basis. If the Senior Week
Committee or UGBC have extra money than
it should be given back to thestudents. Please
let's not tell people what charities they should
donate to.
Marty Flashner A&S '75

Bells
This note is addressed to the Heights in hopes
that those responsible for the new system will
read the message:
Your neighbors thank you for your thoughtfulness in instituting the new hourly, daytime
only chiming of the Gasson Tower bells.
It was indeed a kindness to turn them off at
night!!!!!
Sincerely,
Kathleen Reed
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The Year in Review: All is Quiet?
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the Newton Task Force spent a busy fall; Chairman John Maguire is talking
to students and neighbors....

BC came close to being evicted from their Cleveland Circle
housing when they were found in violation of Boston zoninc
regulations

Rich Slver
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Rich
the Reservoirs continued to climb

BC took over the food service.
under the direction of John
Callahan, when CMI went
bankrupt

the NTF decided the Law School should move to the Newton
campus...
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lorn
Mary Daly was denied promotion...

the University Academic Planning

and hundreds of women students gathered in Roberts for a
conference on women in higher education...

Council, under the Chairmanship of

Charles Donovan, SJ, finished their
report is. January...

rTVMi
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0
03

Duane Deskins was elected
undergraduate president...

A&S Dean T.P. O'Malley, SJ, took
criticism on his performance...

and the UAS ended the year without giving students the right to
have a say in tenure decisions. So what else is new?
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Crime of the Century, a song sung with great
sympathy for the tormented tykes that we
adults fill with cocoa in the morning and push
to the bus stop. A lonesome harmonica wail
introduces the song, followed by Roger
Hodgson's expressive vocal.
"Bloddy Well Right," one of their most
popular tunes, was next. It focuses on
everyone's right to complain: "Write your
problems down in detail/Take them to a
higher place/You've had your cry-no I should
say wail/In the meantime hush your face." Of
'-.course, you can't always count on someone
listening to you.
One of the most beautiful pieces on the
album is "Hide In Your Shell," which
manages to combine the finer qualities of The
Who and 10 cc. It demonstrates the sympathetic tone that they adopt and contrast
with the condescending tone of such songs as
"Bloddy Well Right" and "Dreamer," their
big British hit. In "Asylum", a bewildered
young man begs "Please don't arrange to
to no asylum/I'm just as sane as
\u25a0have me sent
anyone," and "Rudy" tells of a fellow who
"needs time."
In the end, the title cut ties it all together:
"Now they're planning the crime of the century/Well what will it be?/Read all about
their schemes and adventuring/It's well worth
the fee/So roll up and see/How they rape the
universe/How they've gone from bad to
and caught a cab to the hotel.
worse/Who are these men of lust, greed, and
Between the two acts, WVBF's deejay, glory?/Rip off the masks and let/s see/But
Jason (a man of surprising wit; he put on a that's not right oh no what's the
fake nose-and-glasses to the delight of the story?/There's you and there's me/That can't
crowd), announced thewinners of the drawing be right!" With this, lights behind the band
in the "Supertramp Superweekend" ex- are turned on, illuminating the faces of the
travaganza. As is the custom throughout the audience, while on a screen behind them, two
civilized, the audience greeted him with a hands clutch the bars of a prison cell, floating
cheery chorus of "Fuck you!" and "Get off through the cosmos. Phew! Pretty heavy
the stage, asshole!" With the pronouncement stuff, eh?
that "We gon' git dowwwnnn!", he inIt was an extremely well-produced and
troduced the featured band.
well-performed show, and the same can be
For a virtually unknown group on their said for the album. If they perform as well on
first tour, they were extremely well-received. the rest of their tour, it's certain their album
Perhaps it was the attractive $3 and $4 tickets sales will continue to tiptoe up the charts, and
that enticed everyone, or the WVBF promo, someday Supertramp will be back in town,
or the searchlights that panned the sky, but except this time they'll be topping the bill-at
whatever it was, it worked.
the Garden!.
.Come to think of it, there's
They opened with "School", the first cut on a lot to be said for obscurity. .

Supertramp Pulls Oft
'Crime of the Century'
By James F. Cassidy
Authorities Baffled

from

our correspondent
BOSTON (4/12/75)A band of British
musicians calling themselves "Supertramp"
broke into the Orpheum Theatre last Saturday night and performed with an air of selfconfidence what some have labelled the
"Crime of The Century." When it was all
over, they had made off with a large percentage of the box office receipts and the appreciation of a theatreful of newly-converted
fans.
Although relatively unknown in this country, they elected to headline this their first
tour of the States. As they explained at a
press conference here several weeks ago, their
performance necessitates top billing; they perform their conceptual piece, Crime of the
Century, as it appears on their recent album
of the same title(A&M 5P3647) and it must
be heard in sequence and with all the special
(and tasteful) effects. One reason that they
didn't give, but might well have given, is that
no one in his right mind would want to follow
these guys.
It was bad enough trying to play before
them. Pity poor Chris Deßerg, the English
folkie who had, to use a popular expression,
"the balls" to come out on stage equipped
with only a guitar and a St. Christopher
medal. The audience, a strange mixture of
cultured hip and leather-clad rude boys,
responded warmly with shouts of "Supertramp!" and "Get off the stage!" Deßerg, undaunted, broke into an enthusiastic rendition
of his song, "Country Girl," the only distinctive tune in his meager set of five songs. After
the five, including The Beatles' "Here Comes
the Sun" as a desperate move to gain the
noisy crowd's attention, he threw in the towel Supertramp: John Helliwell.DougieThomson, Bob Benberg Roger Hodgson,
Rick Davies.

There Was Another Oswald...
By Jack Shea

There's a star man
waiting in the sky.
he'd like to come and see us
hut he thinks he'd blow our minds.
There's a star man
wailing in the sky.
he's told us not to blow it
'cause he knows it's all worth while.
David Bowie, from Ziggy Stardust
John Paul Oswald is a scientist living in
New Hampshire who probably wouldn't
know David Bowie if he fell over him, but he
does know quite a bit about that "star man
waiting in the sky."
For six years Oswald has scanned the cold
clear night sky of New Hampshirelooking for
UFO's, and during the days he's equally
careful in scanning the state newspapers,
searching for any world of a sighting.
Oswald, an independent UFO investigator,
has chronicalled more than 200 seperate in-

cidents in the Exeter, N.H. area which he says
are still in the "unknown" or probably
"unknown" category. This means that they
have no logical explanation in terms of airplanes, weather balloons or any other natura)
phenomena.
Oswald says, "Exeter is the best place in
the country, and possibly in the world, for
seeing "Flying Saucers." The book Incident
at Exeter, which relates the tale of a strange
flying object sighted in 1965 by many people,
including police, served as a lure to Oswald,
causing him to quit his job as a pharmaceutical research chemist in Chicago and
come to Exeter in 1969. Oswald who has a
Masters Degree in Organic Chemistry said,
"I'm working in Exeter as a service technician in a local factory, which allows me close
contact with the community.
"Basically I document cases" Oswald said,
"I personally investigate them with the
witnesses, so you're not going to get much

. .

factness vvill find Alice's latest emission a
bit difficult to take seriously (if indeed
he can ever be taken seriously.) Where
carry the shocking impact of their
earlier Cooper releases were hardforebearers. Fans weened on ". .dead hitting, Nightmare comes off as flat, and
babies can't take care of themselves. ." actually depresses the listener to the
and other verse of comparable matter-of- point that he objectively considers
bizarre theories about producer Bob
Ezrin having "Berlin flashbacks" during
the recording sessions. The morose panorama of Reed's Berlin has a definite
presence here, and theresults are unsettling. Alice Cooper is simply too spirited
to be case in the mold of laconic Lou.

Alice's Nightmare/Yawn...
John Burbage
Welcome To My Nightmare
Alice Cooper
SD 18130
Possessed as I am by a genuine liking
of Lou Reed's recent touring band, news
of their recruitment for the latest
Cooper/Ezrin extravaganza admittedly
raised my expectations concerning
Alice's return to the "shock-rock" world.
Subsequent samplings of the cumulative
product of this venture, Welcome To My
Nightmare, have me thoroughly coninced that such excessive attention was
unwarranted, as Nightmare seems to suffice as an accurate description of what
you can hope to find on this record. Excitement, a key word in past Cooper
recordings, apparently was abandoned in
the studio, and Nightmare emerges as the
listless soundtrack for an upcoming TV
Special of the same name. Blistering
rock and roll, the keystone of Cooper's
forte and h»s most consistent knockout
punch, is clearly lacking, and the unfortunate cause is that the thtmes don't
By

.

.

The band's play is competent, but
restrained. The only tracks to hint at the
band's capabilities are "Cold Ethyl" (a
necrophilian love ballad), "Some Folks",
and "Devil's Food". Dick Wagner, Steve
Hunter, Prakash John and Co. are a unit
that thrives on the hard and heavy, and
not quite the crew one should employ to
provide instrumental filler for a TV
Special.
In the past I've maintained a perverse
sort of respect for Cooper's curious
talents, but if these "nightmares" persist,

I'll just have

to stay aw; ke.

better information." According to Oswald
there are three decidingfactors in determining
an authentic sighting; first the witness must
be reasonably reliable, second the incident
must be investigatedby a competant person,
and third the witness must see enough to
make some kind of a determination, to rule
out all possibilities of it being any natural
phenomena.
Oswald stated that "Exeter is a good area
because of its close proximity to both the air
force base and the submarine base, UFO activity correlates with strategic military objectives. "When they interact with us the first
thing they hit is the military" Oswald said,
"That's their interphase with humanity right
now, whether they like it or not."
Oswald's most dramatic case was reported
during the "Humanoid Wave" of 1973 in
which large numbers of "creature sightings"
were reported along the eastern coast of the
US. Oswald reports that two "Humanoids"

approximately five feet tall wearing glowing
silver suits, with oversized pointed ears and
egg-shaped eyes were reported by a Mr.
Merill of Exeter. Mr. Merill's German
shepard was barking at the back door and
when Merill came to let him out, he saw the
two "creatures" gathering rocks in his yard,
approximately sixty feet from his door. He
released the dog who charged towards the two

By Daniel M. Rohrer
"To love andbe loved, that is the ideal.
Provided that it is the same person.
However, it is often the opposite that
happens." With these prophetic yet
awesome words in Le Grand Ecart, six
years before, Jean Cocteau announced
the profound theme of Les Enfants
Terribles. And such was the theme that
transformed Jean Cocteau's best novel
into Jean-Pierre Melville's best film.
When the original film first appeared
in 1950, following the publication of the
book in 1929, it was unlike anything else
produced in French cinema, and it told a
story which the young generation of the
1920's and 1930's recognized. Ironically,
reintroducing this production in the
aftermath of the "go-go" decade
parallels andreflects many pressures and
powerful, spellbinding fascinations of the
novel which it faithfully illustrates.
Perhaps our generation as well,
frustrated and rebellious against injustice, and motivated by misunderstanding, can somehow understand what it
means to play the game in order to go
"on."
This is the story of the purity of soul
carried to the extreme. Nothing approximating a germ of morality could
live in the room where Elizabeth and
Paul grew up outside the confines and
limits of the world. For there they
breathed an air made unbreathable by
their very innocence, and that innocence
lead them first to crime and finally to
self-destruction. Lacking patience and

discipline, they experience and express
only phantom emotion.
This story renders the unreal real, and
allows imagination to become fact.
While the author feared deceiving a multitude of young people who recognize
themselves in the book, producer and
director Jean-Pierre Melville did not
hesitate to transpose it into images. Shot
in apartments and hallways, the picture
stirred in the roles a kind of fire and love
which does not abate from beginning to
end.
In the words of Jean Cocteau, who
created the adaptation and dialogue:
"The result is that intensity outweighs
technique, that the settings are not settings, the actors not actors, that the
cameraman did not try to shine by means
of beautiful shots but tried to seize the intangible at any price and by whatever
means, even though it meant breaking all
the established rules."
In this sense Nicole Stephane becomes
Elizabeth; Edouard Dermithe, Paul; Jaques Bernard, Gerard. And the lessor actor incorporates himself into the role as
well. Roger Gaillard succeeds in making
himself the comic creation of the uncle.
On the surface and for awhile the plot
might remind one of Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow's Courtship of Miles Standish, or Shakespeare's MidsummerNight's Dream, where constantly changing love and affection become ludicrous
though not treacherous.
But Les Enfants Terribles, far from a
Comedy of Errors either, counters light
trivia with heavy conniving in which the
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"creatures". They somehow neutralized the
dog by turning their heads toward it, then
they continued collecting rocks. When police
arrived fifteen minutes later both Merill and
his dog were visibly shaken by the experience.
Oswald concluded by saying "If I ever
make a personal sighting, I prefer to meet the
smaller, three foot creatures, than the five
foot ones reported by Mr. Merill."

personal conflicts dwarf even those emthe string accompaniment of Jimmy
bodied in Edward Albee's Virginia By John Burbage
Woolf.
Horowitz to supplement the fluid licks of
Straight Shooter
Fearing the loss of a nearly in- Bad Company
Ralphs. "Shotting Star", a Rodgers
tune, chronicles the life of Johnny, an
cestuous brother-sister relationship,
SwanSong 8413
Elizabeth turns their game into a disBad Company, fresh from the success aspiring rock and roller. The song is a
astrous, no-holds-barred, unscrupulous of a platinum debut album, two hit
superb vehicle for the display of the
manipulation, pursuing her brother into singles, and critical acclaim which duh- groups instrumental virtuosity in addian untimely poisonous death, vehemently ed them "the best new band of 1974", tion to their remarkable ability to alter
choosing to shoot a fatal bullet into her have released a follow-up LP which
the pace of their music. "Deal With The
Preacher", aside from possessing what I
maturity
own head rather than face a world reflects a
that leaves no
to
high
without her beloved brother Paul.
obstacles bar their bid for
rank- consider to be Rodgers Finest vocal since
and
"The Stealer", establishes itself as Bad
game
goal
ing
among
Because the
obscured the
the rock
roll
tour de force. No punches
game,
Company's
goal
heavyweights.
and the
became the
Paul failpulled
to
more
than
imin
this blistering arrangement
Shooter,
recognize
clairvoyant
ed
that his
sister
does
are
Straight
had earlier married not for her husband's prove on its predecessor; it offers vinyl and Ralphs' guitar, not content to shake
money or charm, but for his death. proof that Bad Company have taken the earth with volume, spurts a lead
Hence, instead of accepting his love for strong measures to ferret out and reminiscent of the Hoople's rendition of
Agathe, Paul fought what he thought was counterbalance any structural flaws. "Sweet Jane".
Fluidity of motion and the shared
a demon.
Their autumn efforts in Ronnie Lane's
As an emotional catharsis leaving mobile studio have produced Paul enthusiasm of the group members rank
much to the viewers imagination, the Rodgers best vocal album to date, and at high among the reasons for Straight
film stops short of expounding the the same time exhibits fine contributions Shooter's success. Whether the band is
greater and perhaps ultimate tragedy of from the Co. members. Few will dispute blasting away or maintaining a low
its characters' failure to miraculously this when confronted with material like proFile with chose attention to structure,
survive long enough to comprehend the "Good Lovin' Gone Bad", and "Deal the music always moves, avoiding the
wrong of the past and correct the future.
With The Preacher", two high voltage plodding effect of some of the Bad Co.
Yet the picture ends appealing to an rockers scripted mainly by guitarist songs. Where Bad Co.'s production was
universal rather than uniquely limited Mick Ralphs, with the collaberation of deliberately simple in approach, Straight
audience to an audience that dreams Rodgers on the latter. Ralphs has settled Shooter is strained through a sieve, leavrather than experiences, reinforcing its well into his new band, employing the ing all impurities and rough edges behind
impact on all rather than only a few who sound layering techniques of fellow and introducing a richness and clarity to
take advantage of such a rare opportuniSwanSonger Jimmy Page to create a their sound. The vocal harmonies of
ty to see it.
sound which is both clear and over- Ralphs and Burrell add effectivelyto the
As is the case with many European powering. The backbeat combination of Rodgers verbal assault. As for their
films, Les Enfants Terribles lacks the Boz Burrel and Simon Kirke form a solid enthusiasm, I can recall asking Mick
technical elegance of many American base for every track and two of the com- Ralphs during the band's first American
pictures, yet intellectually it shadows positions feature the songwriting ability tour how the songwriting was progressmost American films into oblivion.
of Kirke, including a remake of "Anna", ing since the First album. The inquiry
Made in 1950, Les Enfants Terribles which originally appeared on the Kossoff struck a nerve, and Mick launched exwas first presented in the United States Kirke Tetsu Rabbit album o£ a few years citedly into a rap concerning 'a new song
in 1952 in New York City. The current back.
that Paul and I have written, tentatively
release of the film, in celebration of the
Side one opens with "Good Lovin' titled Dealing With The Preacher', which
classic's 25th anniversary, features a Gone Bad", a driving piece with the he assured "will knock your ass off!"
newly prepared English subtitled edition aforementioned vocals of Rodgers Writing and performing new comsweeping along the current of Ralphs' positions on the road has paid off well in
by writer Bruce Lowery.
Cocteau's masterpiece opened at the surging guitar. "Weep No More" is the the quality of Straight Shooter, and it is
Orson Welles on Anril 16.
first of Kirke's songs to appear, featuring good to see a band get restless for new
material on tour because it invariably
causes inspiration. This band refuses to
stand still, the necessity for new material
is their mother of invention.
As for Bad Company's critics, it is an
unescapablefact that any band with both
Paul Rodgers and Simon Kirke will be
comparable to Free, regardless of the
personnel involved. So it is a needless
waste of time to flog a dead horse with
any preoccupations on the Free vs. Bad
Company front. Bad Company is a new
outlet for quality blues/rock, and it
appears that as room is cleared for this
band in the upper echalon of rock 'n'
rollers, SwanSong will have the enviable
position of choosing between them and
Led Zeppelin as to just who their number
one act really is.

-
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B.B. King: "Why I Sing The Blues"

by Michael Ianzito and Robert McGrath

"/ gave you a brand new Ford...
You said, "I want a Cadillac!"
I bought you a ten dollar dinner...
You said, 'Thanks for the. snack!'
I gave you a penthouse apartment...
And you call it a shack!
I gave you seven children...
And now you want to give them back!"
8.8. King was certainly live and well at
Roberts Center last Friday night, and as he
led the audience throught bars of Leonard
Feather's "How Blue Can You Get?"
(complete with "bitchy female" gestures); his
onstage performance clearly exhibited the
qualities which have earned him the title of
"King of the Blues." And although the
auditorium was hardly filled to capacity, what

the crowd lacked in size it more than made up
for with its show of enthusiasm.
Enthusiastic they were; the a capella sounds
of the Persuasions had already greatly
stimulated the concert goers with a tremendous set that preceded 8.8. with Willie
Daniels and Jerry Lawson alternating at lead
vocals, the group showed how to make fivepart harmony sould like an orchestra. Their
versions of such classics as Sam Cooke's
"Chain Gang" and the soulful "Love Me
Like a Rock." makes one wonder why the
Persuasions haven't gained more commercial
recognition in their decade of existence.
Commercial success is something, that
hasn't come easy to B.B.King either; yet, if he
is bitter about his experiences with the music
industry, it certainly was not evident in his BC
performance. Although almost all of his
repertoire consisted of his standard blues fare,
each piece nevertheless, was carried out with

Brian Deery's "Drug Movie's Revenge"
by Christine

Bresnahan

the utmost in energy and vitality.
8.8.'s tuxedo-clad eight piece band started
off the show with a jazzed-up instrumental
version of "Ode to Billie Jo." Bobby Forte's
alto sax solo highlighted this number, and his
interplay with trombonist Joseph Burton
scored them a rousing ovation from the
crowd. That ovation, however, was nothing
compared to the applause that greeted the
master bluesman, himself when he appeared
onstage to the strains of "ToKnow You is to
Love You." The opening piece featured the
musical prowess that is a 8.8. King
trademark; his razor-sharpguitar licks coupled with the unmistakeable vocal phrasing
teased and stroked the audience into wild
shouts of approval (one young lady was
literally down on her knees screaming, "Do it
to me B.B.).
Such frenzy continued throughout the concert as King intertwined his guitar playing
with some excellent solos by Boston-born
pianist Ron Levy and organist James Toney.
Eddy Rowe's bass solo also wasn't bad considering the fact that he isn't the band's
regular trumpet player, and was merely substituting for an ailing member.
Talking to King before the show he was
asked whether commercial success had
affected his ability to realistically play the
blues. His answer was to the contrary: "I'm a
Black man and I'm reminded of it every day,
so there's really no change -1 just make more
money. But it's not just that (commercial
success); I know a man who's our tvicepresident who is much richer than I'll ever
be, yet he had the blues trying to get in. And
he was white, too! So, y'see, you don'thave to
be Black and poor to sing the blues..."
Yet King, despite his own commerical
success, feels that there is much in the music
industry to be blue about today. He talked
vith a tone, not of bitterness, but of a softspoken anger towards the line of prejudice
that still pervade the workings of the business:
"I think it's very sad that if I am what so
many people say I am, as far as one of the
leaders in the blues, why don't I have a television show that I can go and play on or why
can't I be the host of a show? He pointed out
that there is only one show on nationwide
T.V. that presents purely black music - Soul
Train. King also noted with dismay that while
certain white, musical groups (such as the
Rolling Stones) get immediate cross country
airplay when they release a record he doesn't
know of "any black blues singer, and that includes Ray Charles, that includes Lou Rawls,
that includes Joe Williams, you nameit...that
gets it (airplay)across theboard, and very few
soul singers as well."
While King is disturbed by his observations
of remaining prejudicesin the music world, he
is grateful for the fact that many white rock
musicians acknowledge the influence of the
old bluesmen. "Had it not been for them, a
lot of us would never have been heard..."
Although he played "The Thrill is Gone"
at his Friday night concert, his thrill and
pleasure of making music has hardly left him.
As 8.8. puts it"the worst punishment you
could give me would be to create a block, a
mental block, that would stop me from mak-

-

-

-

media appeal, the koo koo heads come up
with someone to represent their
side...someone respectable, someone famous:
Frank Purdue! (Who informs the American
public that, "these kookoo heads are prime*
koo koo heads).
And so it goes throughout the film. Decry
is a product of the '60s. His movies is fast
paced cutting quickly random scene after
scene. Short satiricsketches leave few agencies, committeesor individualsinvolved in the
American problem-solving process unscathed. Decry parodies the nations luminaries,
from Ar Linkletter to B.F.Skinner. Harry
the Antslinger is an Administrative Cliche
he is the personfication of phony openness
the modern ideal administrator.
Dr. T-bone Kelly (John Kelly), the noted
"behavioralist," simulates an authentic koo
koo head experience, under the auspices of
the Geology Club. Throwing around such impressive phrases as "cognitive dissonance"
and "successive approximation", T-bone hits
upon an answer to the problem: let them eat
goldfish! Fishadone clinics are opened across
the nation.
Decry records the reactions of the
American mother to the Problem. Mrs.
Fagan (Cathy Dube) lets son Nutsy (Joe Battidaglia) go out to play with Floozies and
Hooligans, but when koo koo heads come
the door, they end up cowering in the corner
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to less the koo koo head penalities.

the battle is on.

When Harry brings in Mahariji Earl Pearl
News Item: CherBono recently announced
that she got Greg AUman to stop taking (Earl Jenkins) to make an antikoo koo head

drugs"
Cher...remember back in High School
when she and Sonny were both trying to get
us off drugs? Remember that movie that
spared you from fourth period gymclass? You
know; the one showing the pothead on a bad
trip drivingoff a cliff? The one that madeyou
want to get high simply out of spite?
Well, folks, we are all avenged! In his latest
spic, "Drug Movie's Revenge" BC's Brian
Decry (writer, producer and director: "Drug
Movie", "Son of Drug Movie") has brought
back the pothead and the entire Drug
Problem in a new and more virulent form. In
the process, Deery's film parodies the
merican problem solving process; specifically, the way our mighty nation and its people
faced the "Drug Crisis" of the 60s.
The problem Decry sets up begins when a
mysterious gypsy (somewhere in the Transalvania Alps) dances around a fire, chants a
curse, and (horrors!) all the swivel chairs in
America begin to spin! Occupants of spinnable chairs across the nation are rotated into
a dizzy, chair-whirling addicts instant KOO
KOO HEADS!
To contend with the menacing problem,
reactionary Harry the Antslinger (Peter
Begans), head of the Bureau of Geology and
Dangerous Chairs, forms his own Blue Ribbon Committee. The koo koo heads unite in
opposition to the Geology Club's efforts, and

ing music." Doing the blues ,he says, can't be
defined. "I'm not a college professor that
may know the many ways to put it...but to me
its still just a feeling"
8.8. King may be "making it" in many
ways but he still has the right to sing the
blues. His own lines put it best "everybody wants to know why L sing
the Blues...
I've been round a long time, I've
paid my dues.
"

The drug film is satirized in a 30's style extravaganze depicting a musical sponsored by

-

as she berates them with a patriotic tirade.
But Nutsy is corrupted after all, and Mrs.
Fagan embarks on an agaonized guilt trip,
"Where have I gone wrong?" Her tilt-headed
son replies with the words any red blooded
American boy would use, "Aww, Ma..."
Judge Buckwheat (Tom Walker), a middle
class suburban magistrate, sermonizes
against the koo koo heads who come before
him ("Alternative consciousness, my ass!
You are all koo koo heads...Guilty!")until he
finds out the Problem has spread to the suburbs. In a panic Buckwheat phones his friend
the Senator, who assures him (between puffs
on a joint) that legislative action will be taken

the Geology club, depictingan "authenticbad
experience."
Ultimately the members of the Geology
Committee succumb to the encroaching
menace, and Harry Atnslinger is left along to
combat the koo koo heads. Armed only with
his favorite book, Harry meets the koo koo
heads on a great field of battle (the Dust
Bowl).
All of the actors and actresses, from the
koo koo head behind the sofa (Mark Pierman), to thekids on the Art inkletter show,
from the Roncalli guys (and girls) in the
Fishadone clinic, to the assistants in the Tbone scene (watch Matt Melvin almost miss
his forehead!) tcS'herman the Wonder Dog,
have developed,on their own, zany touches to
their characters. Many are in contention for
the coveted Banana Awards, and the judge's
decisions wont't be easy.
"Drug Movie's Revenge" could well be
Brian Deery's final effort in the genre for
which he hasbecome renowned. The premiere
for cast and friends, followed by the Banana
Ceremony, will be held Wednesday, April 23.
All koo koo heads (and non koo koo heads)in
the BC community have been invited to come
and experience "Revenge" at the BC Film
Festival Thursday night, April 24.
Unless, of course, you really didn't mind
seeing Sonny during4th period gym class...or
was it thatyou were too stoned to care?
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basic core required by any one of sufficient funds. The total cost of amounts to $8,000 per year. consideration in limiting the
the medical/dental schools in the room, board, tuition, books and ex- Medical facilities today are also ex- number of potential practicing
US." The requirements include: penses at one particular school now tremely expensive, perhaps another physicians in the US
calculus and generalchemistry to be
taken during Freshman year, introductory biology and organic
chemistry during Sophomore year,
and physics, usually in the Junior
"*\u25a0
t
*
m^f\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0 *'\u25a0\u25a0
year. Juniors and Seniors then select
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0
H Worn*M m
\u25a0\u25a0 \u-*25a0\u25a0Ml
electives in areas of themedical field
which interest them and are
recommended by those schools they
may by considering for attendance
after graduation.
"As advisor", Fimian said, "it is
my task to discuss the program with
the Freshman and Sophomore so
that by the third semester at BC, the
student may make a realistic decision as to whether he or she can
'C.1974 BACARDI IMPORTS. INC. MIAMI. FL TEQUItA 80 PROOF "DON EMIUO" IS A TRADEMARK OF BACARDI & COMPANY LIMITED.
successfully maintain the necessary
standards. It is very nice to sit with
a student and say "your work is
marvelous!" It's not so nice to state
that a recommendation by the Premed Evaluation Committee cannot
be made judging from academic
performance, but in many cases it
must be done at that critical point."
High academic achievement,
however,is not the only prerequisite
for admittance into medical school.
V
"I will be the first to agree," Fimian
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tion, and a basic rapport with people are essential criteria for the
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by Mary Ann Murphy
Severe nation-wide competition
according to Dr. Walter J. Fimian,
Jr., pre-medical advisor, along with
the necessity for maintaining outstanding academic performance
throughout the college career, is the
primary reason why only 47 out of
122applicants of the BC class of'7s
have been accepted to medical/dental schools (to date) this year.
45,000 students apply annually to
the 115 medical schools in the
United States, with only 14,000
positions available. A 3.3
cumulative average over a period of
four years is the absolute minimum
standard of achievement, in order
for an applicant to be even considered for admittance. Of the 308
members of the class of '75 who
entered BC with the intent of
following a program geared toward
medical school, less than half had
remained in the program or were
qualified to actually submit
applications by their senior year.
There is no pre-med major
offered at BC. "Instead", said Dr.
Fimian, "we offer a program that
provides guidance and a sequence of
course that will give a student the
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BC to Continue Operating Independent Food Service
THE HEIGHTS

By Greg Farrell
The Boston College Food Service, which was incorporated in the
beginning of the second semester
after CM I wassold, will be the campus food service again next year. In
an interview with the Heights.
Joseph McSweeney, director of administrative services, stated, "I'm
reasonably certain that the food service will remain in BC's hands next

year. If we were to have an outside
agency come in next year, we would
have had ro receive bids by this
time." This, according to
McSweeney, has not been done.
According to John Callahan,
Food Service director, the BCFS
has tried to react to all feedback
from the students concerning the
quality of the food. He feels that the

food service is getting progressively
better, but that it is difficult to
satisfy all of the students. "When
you serve as many people as we do,
it's difficult to arrive at a program,
that everyone is pleased with,"
stated Callahan.
Both Callahan and McSweeney
feel that having the University run
its own food service has many points
in its favor. Both feel that the
employees, have a greater sense of
( committment, and this reflects in
the services provided.
Although the middle man has
been cut out, Callahan stated that
the food service still did not make
any profit. Money that would have

Graduation Uncertain:Caps,
Gowns or Donate Money?
By Caren Connelly

Senior Week activities will begin
this year on May 7th at the Rat and
culminate with the prom on May
19th, which, according to Bob
Keefe, co-chairperson of the Senior
Week Activities Committee,
promises "to be a good time."
This year, if all goes as planned,
Senior Week will be donating $2,-000 to Oxfam (a hunger group). It is
still a tentative decision, pending the
senior class response. If the
response is apathy the money will go
to Oxfam. According to Keefe, "If
they do object, they can rest assured
it wouldn't go." Keefe is very interested in class reaction and encourages people to leave their
opinions with the UGBC office. He
also said, "Its a tremendous commentary on our class. It sets us
above a seven day drunk."
Some people concerned about the
gift feel that the class was not consulted and should have been. Diana
Burner, who intends to start a petition about it, said, "Well, my own
view is we didn't have a say. I don't
know about other people's
opinions." What Burner and others
seem to be contesting is not so much
the gift, but people's awareness of
and approval of it.
Senior Week is financed primarily by the Committees money, which
comes from the UGBC, and the admission charge for each event. "All
of the Committee's money," 10-15
thousand dollars, is spent each year.
There are some changes in Senior
Week this year, for example,
"Crazy Day" has been eliminated
because "last year it was a blase
day." The activities that have been
retained for this year are those that
went over well last year.

Highlights include the cocktail

party at the Boston Aquarium for
students and their parents on May

17th. Keefe thinks "it's a pisser of
an idea," and for entertainment the
Committee has arranged that there
will be a diver cleaning a turtle. The
party is scheduled from 6:30 - 8:30
and its a $ 1.00admission plus a cash
bar.
The Booze Cruise has also been
improved and this year there will be
1 boat holding 600 people as opposed to two. There will be no
tickets sold at the door for the three
hour cruise to and from Nantucket.
On the Dustbowl on Wednesday
there will be a production of"The
School for Wives," a play which
"students are performing for
students."
The climax of Senior Week is the
Prom to be held May 19th. It will
feature three bands (a dinner band,
a 'big name band', and a rock
band), a roast beef dinner, and free
beer and champagne. Tickets are
$12.50 per person, in advance.

gone to the contractor now is being opinion that the point system is the
put back into the food service for one with the most merit. Under this
the purpose of improving the ser- plan, a student will be allowed to
purchase a certain amount of points
vice.
Many students have expressed an at the beginning of the semester,
interest in a variable meal plan,
rather than the single 20 meals per
week plan offered now. A committee is studying the possibility of
an alternate meal plan at this time.
According to McSweeney, "I can't
say for certain, but the chances look
good that a variable meal plan will
be implemented next semester."
Three different plans are now under consideration, a coupon plan, a
point system, and a 21,15,0f 9 meals
arrangement. It is McSweeney's

and use only those which he or she
needs. "The point system is the
more refined of the plans we are
studying because it has more built in
controls for cost", stated
McSweeney. It is hoped that a final
decision will be made by the end of
this semester.
Plans are now being studied to
change the cafeteria serving
arrangement come next semester.
Six serving stations rather than the
present three will be set up in an effort to cut down congestion, and
eliminate prolonged waits in line.
The six stations will be set up outside of the area where students now
enter to pick up their meals.
Callahan hopes that by extending
the kitchen areas closer to the station, the food will remain as hot and
fresh as possible.
Many students have expressed a
concern, and a disfavor for the present cafeteria food. Jim Gilbert
A&S '78 felt that the food was
mediocre. Many students expressed
the hope that there would be more
variety in next years menus. According to Bernie Lambresi A&S '77,
"They serve the same things all the
time, especiallyturkey at dinner and
hot pastrami at lunch." Both Gail
Sullivan A&S '78'and Mary Lyons
SOM '78 felt that the breakfasts
were generally acceptable, but on
the whole the meals were too
starchy. Generally speaking, most
students indicated that they could
'detect no change in the quality of
Suejthe food between CMI and the present BCFS.

Burns
BC will continue to feed itself.

Lottery Leaves Vacancies in Reservoirs
By Jim Paolino
The Resident Student Advisory
Board this year changed the
housing-selecting procedure for
students presently residing in Campus Housing. The change added
complications,resulting in an insufficient number of students applying
for the new Reservoir Apartments
in last weeks opening lottery.
According to Mary Long, Assistant Director of BC Housing, the
changes in this years lottery

if a present freshman wanted to apply for Reservoir Apartments, a
move that was considered a long
shot, than they had to give up the
rights to their present housing. According to Mary Long this kept
many freshmen and sophomores
away from the Reservoir lottery.
The housing selecting procedures
held last year did not require
students to declare squatter rights
till the specific type of housing that
they resided in would come up in the
lottery. This enabled students go
for better housing without fear of
losing their present apartment or
dorm.
When asked about nationwide exposure. "We hope through this i All 8-freshman groups that did
by John Nylander
Reservoir
The interest in football appears to telecast of the game, Flynn said, that, not only will student participa- apply this year for the
be increasing here at BC, according "Nothing is definite yet because tion increase, but also that of out- Apartments obtained them, and by
end of the four-person lottery
to recent ticket sales. It seems that ABC has not comitted itself, side interest in BC football. Perhaps the
the arrival of Notre Dame next although we do expect word of conthe most important thing is that there were still twenty 4-person
September has not only widened firmation sometimein May." When football players want to play the big reservoir apartments opened. This
student and outside interest, but asked about the additional revenue teams, they want the challenge, and prompted housing officials to hold
also the football program itself on BC will receive from ABC for the having a couple big powers on our another lottery later in the week.
telecast rights, Flynn said, "Again, schedule every year is going to help This lottery was opened to all resian even wider base.
dent students.
In an interview with the Heights, nothing is defnite yet, but the sum is us get those good players."
The complaint that many
substantial,
or
more
than
The
of
problem
lopsided
that,
I
a
Athletic Director, William J. Flynn
students
had early in the week, was
expressed great optimism in view of guess you could call it enormous!." schedule was then raised to the that the number of openings that
the
wouldbe
in
exAthletic
Director.
He
was
asked
Flynn
figure
said
next season and future plans,saying
how BC could play a schedule in the were to be available in the Reservoir
that, "At this time last year, we had cess of $400,000.
years to come with tought powers Apartments was not sufficiently
sold only about 500 tickets, and this
Flynn was also asked to comment such as Notre Dame, TExas, publicized by Housing Officials.
year we're already up to about 2000 on the importance of the nationwide
This resulted in groups that could
student season tickets." Flynn also exposure, and what it would mean Miami, Pittsburgh and Perm. St.; have obtained the new Reservoir
and
then
like
play
teams
Holy
expected many more sales next to the recruiting program here at
Apartments into taking a subseSeptember, pointing out that the BC, "Of course it will help some," Cross, U. Mass., and Villanova. quent second choice.
defended
BC's
Flynn
position
by
greatest sales in tickets don't usually Flynn said, "but we already have a
In the Hillside lottery all males
occur until the students return in the very successful program. We got saying, "We want to play tough that signed-up for the lottery obteams
to
interest
and
spark
fall. He also said that about 1000 every kid we wanted but two, this
challenge other eastern powers, but tained Hillside or Modular
tickets would be set aside for in- year." When asked how BC matchapartments. There were 55 openings
coming freshmen. Flynn said that ed up against other New England we also have our traditionalrivalries for male ground with only 45 applysales were up for non-student and colleges and eastern powers as far as who we want to play." In view of ing. The extra 10 apartments went
last year's massacre of the UMass
alumni season tickets, also.
recruiting, Flynn said, "As our minutement, Flynn was asked to female groups. But a number of
Concerning the Notre Dame program stands now, we can out whether these smaller teams could female applicants did not obtain
game itself, Flynn said that he ex- recruit any other New England compete with BC, and if not, would Hillside or Modular Housing which
pects all student tickets to be sold team. We have taken, what we think
it be wise to continue playing them? inevitably sent them back to the
without much problem. As for the are the best three best backs in New "I don't expect UMass to show special Friday Reservoir lottery. If
seating arrangment for students at England, and have even taken a few itself that poorly again,"Flynnsaid, these groups had originally applied
Shefer Stadium, Flynn said, "the players away from areas usually "but besides that we whould only
for the Reservoirs they would have
be
BC student section will face the BC controlled by schools like Perm. St., concerned with how our team plays, gotten them.
bench, and will run from the50 yard Pittsburgh, and Notre Dame." not how others play. It's their According to Long, another
line to about the goal line, using all Flynn then pointed out what he problem to see that they can handle reason why students wereapprehenthought was the importance of the us,
seats from the field, back."
sive about applying for Reservoir
not ours."

procedures dealt mainly with the
squatters rights (students claiming
their present housing for another
year), and the grouping together of
all 4-person apartments and 6person apartments into two separate
lottery procedures. The squatters'
right may have been the change that
caused the trouble.
Students this year had to declare
their squatter rights the week before
the lottery started. This meant that

Sport Ticket Sales Increasing

Apartments was due to the lack of

credibility in Housing's announcement that the new apartments
would be finished on time. Long
went on to say that by all indicationsthe Reservoir will be open
by September.
The opening of the new
apartments increases theresident to
commuter student ratio. This year
the percent of resident students on
campus was 58.6 percent while next
year it will jump to 65 percent All
statistics are based on freshman
classes.
The addition of the Newton
College Campus will add 200 beds
to the present housing picture. According to Mary Long this lottery
which will be held this week may
have problems. The number of girls
staying at Newton is 60. This leaves
140 openings which are available to
males and females. According to
Long the attractive thing about the
Newton dorms is that some are
single occupancy, which are in high

.

demand.

The opening of the new
does not greatly
facilitate the number of people on
the waiting list. According to figures
obtained by Housing, the incoming
resident students should number
1350 freshmen, and 100 transfer
students that already have been
guaranteed housing. According to
Long this should take-up most of
the openings which are on Upper
Campus, South Street, and the
Newton Campus. As of April 1
there were 158 people on the waiting
list.
apartments

Spring Fest

on
Green
Wed. April 23

Deskins Taking Too Much
Responsibility on Himself
(Continued

from

page I)

When asked about the Budget
proposals for the Cultural and
Social Committees Deskins stated
that hopefully "They (the Committees) will realize that the Finance

Committee was not out to get
them." He also denied the charge of

Social Committee member John
Vallis that the Finance Committee
was trying to act as an "Entertainment Critic" by cutting money for
specific events such as The World of
Lenny Bruce. Deskins said that they
could still hold the events by getting
money from other areas in their
budgets, and that it was a "gross
misrepresentation" calling the
Finance Committee an "Entertainment Critic."
Another noticeable item in the
proposed budget is the increase in

the funding of the Communications
Committee. Deskins explained that
this is part of his move to centralize
the UGBC committee and Communications will be handling most
of the publicity for the other committees.
The members of the Executive
cabinet talked with seemed to be optimistic about the chances for
success of the Deskins" administration. Shane McDermott, Executive
Secretary, stated that overall he is
"pleased" with the student government but noted that Duane does try
"to assume too much responsibility
for himself." This McDermott feels
is simply a problem of inexperience.
He also stated that he was not in
"total agreement" with the budget
recommendations, although he said
he could see the need for more cen-

Tenure Vote Not Taken
(Continuedfrom page I)
50's, where the slot would continue
and they would n0t..." Senator
Burke argued that therecommendation switched the heart of the tenure
document from "survival of the
fittest" to "survival of the luckiest."
Other objections concerned the
effect on the teaching quality' of a
non tenureable faculty member
while he or she looks for a new job
and the accusation that the
recommendation would create a
"cadre of second class professor
types." Senator White responded in
favor the recommendation, "We
face an era in which it may be difficult for the university to make
long term commitments-I don't
think anybody loses so long as this
is clearly understood. Also, this
practice already goes onto vote
down the recommendation will not
change the dc facto situation." The

recommendation was passed by the
Senate.
At this point in the meeting, there
was a motion by Senator Nuttall to
postpone the remaining part of the
tenure committee's report. This
resolution failed, but shortly after
commencement of discussion on the
sixth recommendation, concerning
the design and adoption of, "standardized procedures for teaching
effectiveness," the statutatory time
for adjournment was reached.
Immediately students made a motion that the meeting time be extended for one hour: this motion
passed. However, before and during
the voting members left, and it was
discovered that a quorum was no
longer present. The meeting was
therefore adjourned.
Concerning this exodus, Dwight
Thompson noted, The meeting was
poorly attended to begin with, only

AND GET ON
TO A GOOD THING.
Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money, too. over the increased air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound.
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39 members present. "Two undergraduate students left...what
really bothered me were the administrators and faculty that left."
He added, "Last night the students
were in control, it was a perfect
situation (to complete voting on the
report). The administration
probably knew this."

?

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS

I

tralization.
Another cabinet member. Marc
Thibodeau, Executive Assistant for
Academic Affairs, said that he too
was optimistic. Thibodeau however
also talked of Deskins perhaps taking too much responsibility on
himself. He also mentioned that
there may be a dispute between his
committee (academic) and the
UGBC Food Committee as to
whether a school restaurant should
be placed in the Student/Academic
Union which will be in the St.
Thomas Moore Library. Thibodeau
said that he would totally oppose
the idea but UGBC President
Deskins said that he is in favor of it,
although he did state he hasn't talked yet with the Academic Committee.
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Eat, drink
and be cheap.
Eat. A juicy Sirloin Filet. Golden
French Fries. A never-ending garden of salad. And
slabs of hot French, rye or pumpernickel bread.
Drink. We have pitchers of cold, foamy beer.
Be cheap. Have your steak, fries, salad and
bread for only $2.95 (regularly $4.95).
Sunday thru Thursday at Emersons.
So splurge. Cheaply.

EMERSONS"
Cocktails, wine and beer available.

Expires 12/75 and not good with other discounts or promotions.

Framingham- 1280 Worcester Road (Route 9) ?879-5102
Peabody- Routes I & 128 N- 535-0570
Newton? 1114 Beacon Street at 4 Corners ?965-3530
Lawrence ?75 Winthrop Avenue(Route 114) 687-1191
Randolph -493 High Street (Routes 28 & 128)-986-4466
East Providence? l94o Pawtucket Avenue(Routes 44 and 1-A)?434-6660
?
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BC Still Waiting for Word on Boston School Role
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lour court-appointed Masters,
divides Boston into nine school districts, and one city-wide district.
Judge Garrity is now in the process
of redrawing portions of theproposed districts.
One proposal of the plan calls for
BC, along with 13 other area
15.
This plan, which was proposed by colleges and universities, to become

By Leah Porcello
Boston College administrators
are still awaiting the final approval
of the Masters' proposed desegragation plan for Boston Public Schools,
which was scheduled to come from
Judge Arthur Garrity, Jr. on April

THE SNAKE & APPLE
to check our
wants you
specials, eat our subs, try
our pizza, devour our fresh
pastries, delight in our deli
favorites,
?

etc. etc. etc. etc.

I

*J|

involved in "sharing the direction
and development" of the Boston
schools. This would include participating in curriculum development, and the institution of new
programs needed in the schools.
This section of the plan has been
approved by Judge Garrity, and his
next step was to appoint a panel of
lawyers to draw guidelines for the
contracts between the public schools
and the universities.
Once the contracts are drawn, BC
will then begin to "mobilize and
take definite steps" toward implementation of the plan, according
to School of Education Dean Lester
Przewlocki. Up until now, there has
been much talking and planning,
but no definite action, Przewlocki
said.
Boston College will assume
responsibility for overseeingDistrict
3, (West Roxbury), and
collaboratingwith Harvard on citywide Southwest I High School.
The School of Education has had
experience working with Boston
schools, in the past, devisingreading
and social studies programs, and
working with Special Education.
Przewlocki believes that both the

Pandora's Box.

111*?}

DonEmilio tequila
andjsineapple juice.

L3s

Halcyonic!

city of Boston, and BC itself, will
benefit from this program, and his
reaction to the plan is "positive."
However, if BC is to begin planning

anything for the next school year,
Przewlocki said that they must start
soon, as much of the faculty will be
leaving in May for the summer.

Hanrahan Blacklist
(Continued from page I)
the lack of due process in
A number ot students contacted He commented,' "They

by the Heights who are on this
"blacklist " strongly disagreed with
the Administration. One student
stated, "I never received any warning of my alleged uncooperative
behavior. After Easter I got this
letter from Hanrahan out of the
blue. Coming just before the lottery
it really upset the plans my friends
and I had for the next year.
She continued by saying,"ln all my
subsequent encounters with
Hanrahan or Housing I could never
pin them down on exactly what it
was that I was supposed to have
done wrong. Housing said to see the
Dean of Students because the complaint originated there and he said
the complaint came from the Housing Office. It was passing the buck
all the way."
Another student also complained
about the lack of prior warning and

general.
impose
judgement without warning and
refuse to inform us of the specifics
of the issue. Uncooperativensscould
mean not kissing the RA's ass."
He went on to say, "By arbitrarily imposing sanctions on us without
due process violates the principles
this university is based on. There
was no due process, we were prejudged guilty without being given
the chance to face our accusers. The
university can get away with being
uncooperative and we have no way
to impose sanctions on them."
Fr. Hanrahan cancelled an interview with the Heights on Wednesday and refused to grant another
before publishing time (last
Thursday). Therefore The Heights
was unable to ascertain the full extent of his action and the criteria
upon which he made his decisions.

CHAUNCEY'S of South Boston
79 Dorchester Street
Tel. (617)-258-2119
NOW APPEARING:
(for 2 weeks starting April 15)
Tuesdays
"COOKBOOK"
coming
Special Price
Night
band
piece
show
"ON STAGE" 10
GREATEST
CLUB
South Boston's
SHOW
MANY STAR ATTRACTIONS TO FOLLOW
Proper Dress Required

77
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SENIOR WEEK ACTIVITIES
Wednesday, May 7 Celebrate the end of finals in the Rat
with "Big Screamin' Magrew" from 8:30 to midnight. Admission $1. Cheap beers (25 cents). Rat card or BC ID required.

Saturday, May 17
Cocktails at the New England
Aquarium. 6:30-B:3opm. $1 admission. Cash Bar. Bring your
parents and guests.

Sunday, May 11 Faculty-Administration-Student Cocktail
Hour at O'Connell. 3pm spm. Free admission. Cash bar.

Sunday, May 18 Communion brunch at 11am in McElroy
Resident Dining Hall. $4.50 for adults and $3.75 for Seniors
and children under 14. At 2pm, the traditional baccalaureate Mass to be held in the Recreation Complex. That
evening, the Annual Parent" Reception in McElroy Dining
Hall. $3 admission. Two bands, favors, free beer, bar food,
and a cash bar. 9pm to lam.

?

?

Monday, May 12

-

?

Orchestra Luna at O'Connell.

Verses and Vibes in O'Connell from
Tuesday, May 13
7pm to midnight. Free admission with wine, cheese, and
crackers. Then, stick around for a surprise midnight movie.
?

?

?

Barbecue from 4pm to 6pm with
Wednesday, May 14
burgers and dogs for a nominal cost, 10c beers and a band.
Following the barbecue will be a Moliere comedy, The
School for Wives. The location of the barbecue and play has
been moved to the baseball field. Following the play, head
for the Rat. Chrpperfield Quartet will be there from 8:30 till
midnight. Admission $1.50. Rat card or BC ID required.

Monday, May 19
THE LAST HURRAH, featuring the
Righteous Brothers. In McElroy Dining Hall from Bpm to
lam. A roast beef buffet style dinner will be served from
8:30 to 10. A semi-formal event. Free beers and champagne,
favors, and a cash bar. $12.50 per person.

Thursday, May 15
Day at White Cliffs on the Cape. 12
noon till 6pm. A real clam bake with free beer. Admission
$3. Golf Tourney (Green fees extra). Volleyball tourney.
Both Tourneys with prizes. Directions to White Cliffs
abailable at the Ticket Booth. And don't forget to get your
tickets for BC night at the Pops for that night.

for all events should be purchased in advance and
are available in the McElroy Ticket Booth. They will be

?

?

Friday, May 1* The New and Improved Booze Cruise with
one boat holding 600 people. $3 admission. Cash bar. The
boat leaves from Long Wharf (next to NE Aquarium) at 9pm,
sails to Nantasket, and returns at midnight. No tickets will be
sold at the boat.

?

available through finals (May 7). Because of the limited
number of tickets for these events and the seating
arrangements for TH? LAST HURRAH! we urge you to
purchase your tickets soon.

?

at m If you object to the proposed $2000 donation to Oxfam,

call the UGBC Office (ext. 569) or drop off a note there
(McElroy 128). Let us know how you feel.
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Hunger Fund Pushing for Aid
by Caren Connelly
The Boston College Senior World
Hunger Fund is still trying to encourage seniors to forego caps and
gowns and instead donate the
money to a fund for world hunger,
or, to wear caps and gownsand still
donate money, either the full six
dollars or much as they can afford.
The letter, which Steve Kursh
and Tom Hastings composed to that
end never went out. Kursh explained that by the time the letter was
ready people had already received
their letters from the cap and gown
companies, making thier letter a

"fruitless venture."
The letter explained that, "we
realize this proposal is contrary to
traditional acts. However, we feel
the cause justifies this precedent."
They will be selling ribbons during
senior week to raise money and need
as much help as they can get.
Kursh said, "We need to get
people involved," and the more people that participate, the greater the
gesture of "symbolic togetherness."
Faculty and administration will
also be encouraged to buy and wear

just ask as much as people can give,
"the donation we're asking for is the
equivalent of the cap and gowns,
$6.00, but we'll take anything."
This can be seen as an effort to
get people involved in the problem
of world hunger and to have their
senior class give a gift as a whole.
People who are interested are encouraged to stop by the UGBC office and leave their name and
telephone numbers.

(Continued from page 3)
on years in which neither the Presi-

Your first jump course iakes only 3 hours. Costs only $70.00

4/CKk,

dent nor the Vice-President attained
World's largest and safest.
his office through popular election.
Our 17th year.
He felt that having the President apFree brochure.
I
point his succesor was an insult to
American democracy.
pjm
p>3 ORANGE PARACHUTING CENTER
Schlesinger characterized
Rockefeller's appointment to the I tJJ p°' Box 96 o a "9e Mass. 01364 &£[
Phone: 617-544-6911
Vice-Presidency as "putting the I
most hyperactive man in the country into the most inactive job in the
country." Schlesinger advocates the
abolition of the office of the VicePresident. If a succesor is everneeded to the Presidency, the President
of the Senate would assume the
position until a special election can
be held to fill out the terms.
Thoughout his lecture, Mr.
Schlesinger emphasized the necessity of popular and Congressional
supervision to heighten the accountability of the President without
diminishing his leadership role, thus
inhibiting a return to an imperial
presidency such as Nixon's.
In the discussion period that
followed the lecture, Schlesinger
was asked to comment on the accuracy of the Warren Commission
Report. He declined to comment
saying, "I don't have sufficient
knowledge to comment intelligently
Lbbbbbbl "'
on that."
\u25a0Mil BfcK
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CLASSIFIEDS
Future CPA's Learn How to prepare
for the CPA Exam. Becker CPA
Review Course. Call collect 617-536-1440. Boston-Dedham.
RESEARCH! North America's
largest service. For catalogue send $2
to Essay Services, Box 1218, Niagara
Falls, NY USA 14302. 413-366-6549.

'

"Communication in Ant
Societies"

the ribbons. They realize that for

HIGH ADVENTURE STARTS AT 2500 FEET

I
I

come hear about

most people money is tight, but they

Schlesinger

Wednesday, April 23, Rlggin
304, 4:sopm.
Dr. Bert Holldobler, Prof. c
Biology, Harvard.

PFI *

(Includes all equipment)

over 250.000 jumps.
25,000 First jumps.
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PLAN AHEAD
To Become a CPA
THE BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE
Boston: (617)
536-1440
Dedham
Our Successful Students Represent'

RESERVOIR

PROVISIONS
CO. Inc.

Dealers in
Grade
High
Groceries, Meats,
Poultry
FOREIGN

Tel. LOngwood 6-5588
1924 Beacon St.,
Brighton

/
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1. Should the United States have a coherent long-range
energy strategy?
2. Is busing an effective tool for achieving intergrated public

education?
3. Should the United States guarantee the survival of Israel as
a sovereign state?
4. Should Massachusetts press forward with a program of
prison reform?

vice for the New England Community

|

ENGAGEMENT
Arlington High School

TOPIC
Busing

STUDENTS
Tracey Jenkins

Chip Seelig
Joseph Cincotta

/

April 2

April 2

Lexington Jaycees

Energy

Rotary Club
New Britain, Conn.

Israel

American Association
of University Women

Energy

Michael Mirisola

Framingham-Wellesley Branch

April 2

Jaycees

Larry Barton
Frank Marinelli
Patricia Williams
Bill Grieco
Melanie Kassar
Duane Deskins
Katherine Bickimer
Peg Scanlon
Denise O'Brien

Energy

Manchester, NH
Energy

Tracey Jenkins
Mark Severini
Paul Cahill

Jane Murphy

Aprij 7

~Aprtl 7

April 9

April 8

April 8

April 8

April 9

April 9
April 9
April 10

April 11

Plymouth Carver
Regional HS

Israel

Lowell High School

Busing

Tracey Jenkins
Denise O'Brien
Annette Stavola
Melanie Kassar
Mark Severini
Larry Barton

Busing Larry Barton
Patricia Williams

April 13

Sacred Heart Holy Name

Busing

Society, Medford

April 13

St. Clements Holy Name
Society, Medford

April 13

St. Joseph's Holy Name
Society, Hyde Park

April 14

Rotary Club
Nashua, NH

April 14

Keith Hall Academy

April 14

Brookline High School

April 15

Arlington High School

April 15

Notre Dame Academy

Lowell

James Scanlon

Rotary Club
Norwalk, Conn.

jane Murphy

Tracey Jenkins
Energy Denise O'Brien
Annette Stavola
Dr. Lawton
Energy Patricia Williams
Larry Barton

Frank Marinelli

Prison Katherine Bickimer
Reform Martin McDermott
Carol Tangen
Busing Katherine Bickimer
Duane Deskins
Peg Scanlon
Busing John Monaghan
Bill Grieco
Rose Samuel
Prison Frank Marinelli

Reform Jane Murphy
Paul Cahill

Energy
Busing

Plymouth Carver
Regional HS

.

Israel

Jaycees
Bridgeport, Conn.

Israel

Chip Seelig

Katherine Bickimer

April 16

Keith Hall
Lowell

April 16

Lawrence Central
Catholic HS

Acton-Boxboro

Israel

Wellesley High School

Energy

Regional HS

Woburn High School

Energy

Paul Cahill
Jane Murphy
Tracey

Rotary Club
Maiden, Mass.

Energy

Mount Alvernia Academy

Busing

Jenkins

James Scanlon

April 16

St. John's
Preparatory School

Prison
Reform

Matignon High School

Energy

John Monaghan

Michael Mirisola

Rose

April 13

St. Jeanne D'arc Holy
Name Society, Lowell

Israel

April 13

St. Anthony's Holy
Name Society, Revere

Israel

Jaycees

Busing

Energy

Tracey Jenkins
Frank Marinelli
Prison
Reform Jane Murphy

April 17

Brookline High School

April 17

Durfey High School
Fall River, Mass

Energy

April 16

Brookline High School

Israel

April 18

Matignon High School

April 18

Durfey High School

Busing

April 21

Medford Kiwanis Club

Israel

Katherine Bickimer

Program Director: Dr.

John Monaghan

Tracey Jenkins
Chip Seelig
Denise O'Brien
Michael Mirisola
Rose Samuels
Annette Stavola
Mark Severini

Paul Cahill
jane Murphy

Wellesley

Paul Cahill

Denise O'Brien
Michael Mirisola
Annette Stavola
Rose Samuel

Chip Seelig

Duane Deskins
Peg Scanlon
Katherine Bickimer
Prison
Martin McDermott
Reform Carol Tangen

Samuels

Martin McDermott
Joseph Cincotta
Michael Mirisola
Carol Tangen ,
Chip Seelig
Duane Deskins

Scanlon

Prisons Katherine Bickimer
Martin McDermott
Carol Tangen
Israel
Joseph Cincotta
Melanie Kassar
Carol Tangen
Martin McDermott
Energy Melanie Kassar
jim Scanlon

Energy

Melanie Kassar

Katherine Bickimer
Duane Deskins
Peg Scanlon
Martin McDermott
Carol Tangen
Katherine Bickimer
Denise O'Brien

John Monaghan
Katherine Bickimer
jim

April 16

Israel

Jim Scanlon

Melanie Kassar

Duane Deskins

Patricia Williams
Duane Deskins
Peg Scanlon
Martin McDermott
Joseph Cincotta
Michael Mirisola
Michael Mirisola
Carol Tangen
Joseph Cincotta
Martin McDermott
Peg Scanlon
Annette Stavola
Mark Severini
Denise O'Brien
Larry Barton
Frank Marinelli
Patricia Williams
Bill Grieco
Mark Severini

John Monaghan

Bill Grieco
Rose Samuels
Energy Mark Severini
Paul Cahill

James Scanlon

Annettee Stavola

I

St. Williams Holy Name
Society, Tewksbury

Annette Stavola
Rose Samuel
Mark Severini
Paul Cahill

Jane Murphy

April 7. _ Arlington High School

April 13

Katherine Bickimer
Larry Barton
jim Scanlon
Patricia Williams
Melanie Kassar
Michael Stavola
Mark Severini
Denise O'Brien

John H. Lawton

This notice was not financed with university funds.
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Huston College. Chestnut Hill. Massachusetts

Tennis Team Walks Out on Coach
Charley Manning

Tennis Someone?

Balch

John

Athletic Director William Flynn.
Dear Editor,
animous vote the Boston College
tennis team asked for the resignation of their head "coach" Michael
Mc Donald. This brought to a peak
the resentment and animosity
toward this individual as a coach
which the whole team had been living with during the 1974-75 season.
His refusal to resign was a severe
blow for the future of men's varsity
tennis on this campus. And proves
that this individual is living in a fantasy world as far as his role here at
BC is concerned. Is it not
characteristic of a Boston College
coach to be of a mature and responsible nature as well as having some
knowledge and competence within
his sport. To field a strong team is
equally as important as promoting
integrity, strong character and
trustworthinessamongits members.
The immature ways this individual
has handled the responsibilities
which are associated with his job
have proven his incompetence and
inability to be an effective leader.
The confidence and trust the team
members have for this individual as
a coach is regretfully low, and his
unsportsmanlike attitude and conduct during matches has been an
embarrassment which no team
should be forced to tolerate. Mr.
McDonald has failed terribly in his
responsibilities as coach of a varsity

Silver

Rich

Men's Tennis Coach Michael McDonald.
atheletic director Mr. William
What is difficult to digest is that Flynn was behind him 100%. He
Mr. McDonald begged the present said he had six other players who
tennis team for a second chance, he make up this new team, I found that
"promised" things would be Mr. McDonald had deceived them
different next year. A few players into believing that only a couple
remembered hearing this two years "trouble makers" had quit and the
ago when this identical situation whole team did not boycott. This is
arose, the members at that time deception of the highest degree, and
(three having graduated) were gi- I truelypity the man for his attempven the same promise that things ting to do this.
would improve. Things did not imHaving been a an active participrove. And this year with a young
team Mr. McDonald has gone back pant in the Boston College tennis
program over the past four years,
to his old ways.
The Brandeis Tourney is one of and captain of this years team, it is
the many incidents which should be extremely disheartening to hear that
publicized to expose his immaturity Mr. McDonald could become a peras a coach. During the fall season of manent fixture on the men's tennis
each year the top singles and team. I hope that the atheletic
doubles players of many colleges department opens its eyes to the
participate in the Brandeis In- conduct of this person, and realizes
vitational tennis tournament. This that his presence will jeopardizethe
future growth of the team.
torn
the players involved and is the
As this person has verbally
climax of the whole season. Unfortunately for these players, Mr. threatened individual players so
McDonald neglected to get the many times in the past, "Nobody is
application in on time and used as indispensible", we have found that
his excuse, that his secretary'failed Mr. McDonald should be conin her duties, for the responsibility sidered truely "dispensible" to the
was hers. To top the whole incident Boston College varsity tennis
off he stated, "You guys aren't play- program.
ing well anyways", this kind of
thinking is hard to rationalize.
Thomas Harty
When I talked with Mr.
Captain
McDonald this morning I was deepBoston College
ly saddened to hear that the BC
Men's Tennis Team

sport.

Jocks Battle Intellectuals

on S-3j

This action tells a lot about the type of man that Coach Mike
McDonald is. He is a hard guy, who thinks of himself as a type of
mature, hardworking, task master who really knows himself and is very
capable of controlling any situation around him. His players feel
that he is deceitful, emotional and a poor exampleboth as a coach and as
a man. They depict him in many situations where hehas simply lost control and assaulted members of his team both verbally and physically.
They feel that they are better off not playing tennis at all, rather than
playing for him.
The team's act of simply quitting cannot be supported by this writer.
This move has served only to polarize the situationOn one side is Coach
McDonald still drawing his salary, backed 100% by Athletic Director
Flynn. Flynn cannot and will not give in and fire McDonald. He cannot
let such a dangerous precedent such as a group of athletes firing their
coach in the middle of the season established. The team on the other
hand, is forced to stay together and probablywill never play tennis here
at Boston College again, at least as long as McDonald is coach.
The next move seems to be up to Dr. James Mclntyre, Vice President
for Student Affairs, and Flynn's boss. Mclntyre told the Heights that he
feels that the team's decision to quit was a poor one. He believes that this
puts Boston College Athletics in a bad light and that this move makes the
players appear to be unreasonable and immature. But after being informed of the particulars of the situation, he has schedueled a meeting
with the team for Tuesday afternoon. At this meeting grievances can be
aired and appropriate action taken.

Dewitte Morgan
They sit on opposite sides of
College Road, yet they might as
well be light years away. The two
cultures are poles apart. Atop the
almost rolling hills across College
Road sits Roncalli Beach, home of
those beer swilling, club carrying
hooligans known as The Meat.
Feared by friend and foe alike, these
monsters field what xoaches
describe as a softball team full of
"Real Ballplayers."
On the other side of the road sits
a confusing building which houses
confusing people. This edifice could
be none other than McElroy. in
which the dope-addled radical
crazies known as The Heights practic their intellectual poses.
Two cultures, not unlike Athens
and Sparta, are too many for one
by

(continued

The roof caved in on the Boston College Tennis Program last week.
And although the casualty list has yet to be established, the facts point to
a messy affair for all those involved.
Establishing what has happened leads one to this sequence of events.
On last Monday two members of the men's tennis team approached
Athletic Director William Flynn with a list, which included numerous examples of mismanagement of team affairs, and many examples of what
they considered to be misconduct on the part of their coach. They told
Flynn that both team morale and team performance were being
destroyed by this man. They asked Flynn for immediate and drastic action; that he dismiss McDonald and find another coach.
Mr. Flynn responded in this manner; he would investigate their
changes but until this could be accomplished, the team should meet with
their coach, try to patch things up and play out their season. He then called thecoach whoadmitted that he had made some mistakesbut promised
that he would try to improve. This satisfied Flynn, but meant nothing to
the players who had heard this line many times before.
Frustrated, they decided to take drastic action. A petition was formulated asking the coach to resign for the good of the team. This petition
was endorsed by the signature of every player and presented to
McDonald at practice on Tuesday. He refused even to accept it and then
the players took the most drastic action left to them. They said that they
would refuse to play in the next match (on Wednesday at Amherst), and
every other one until something was done. The coach said fine, then he
would find other players who wouldbe happy to play for Boston' College.

Silver

Rich
Height's forces battle Roncalli meat.

The Heights believes that this would be a good time to examine and
evaluate the goals and the personalities that dominated the so called
minor sports programs. Everyone knows what football, basketball, and
hockey are here for and what they're supposed to do. But the minor
sports seem to be enigmas which in a way are disorganized.
It's just too bad that it took an action like this before the matter was
even considered.
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BC Relays, The Day of the Trackmen
ticipated in several events this year
For the tenth year, that spring and a number of the best high
madness called the Boston College school athletes from this area who
Relays has descended upon the Jack had special races scheduledfor them
Ryder Track Complex and and you have one of the few athletic
somehow run its course. This meet events in which the participants
gets bigger and better every year easily outnumber the spectators.
and it always seems to provide a Actually it's a damn shame there
rewarding day for every track aren't more spectators for a meet of
enthusiast connected with it; this quality.
whether they be athlete, coach, ofThe addition of the schoolboy
ficial or spectator. Teams from all events is a new twist for the BC
over New England come to par- relays. It gives thekids a look at the
ticipate in this meet; its unique relay big time and it must be quite a thrill
format gives a lot of athletes a for them. Flashy MikeKee of Ridge
chance to compete and it is usually Tech and Cambridge won both the
the team with the most depth rather 100 yard dash and the 440 yard run.
than the most indivdiual stars that Catholic Memorial's Billy Marin
takes the team title.
took the mile in 4:18 and this must
The Univeristy of Massachusetts have been a thrill for BC Coach Bill
led by their superb long distance Gilligan since he has already
runners took that team title by a recruited Martin for a maroon and
scant three points over Dartmouth. gold track suit. Now get to work on
Boston College finished a respec- that kid. Mike, Coach.
table but somewhat disappointing Allowing the Greater Boston
fourth. In all twenty colleges and Track Club to compete is another
universities sent participants. Add worhtwhileidea.Their team is made
to them the membersof the Greater up of former collegian standouts
Boston Track Club who par- who live and work in this area. All

by Charley Manning

.McCue
Tom

Keith Francis and Phil Hazzard confer before they take on the sprint medley relay. They won it!
of their relay teams are lormidable chances for the team title appeared frcm behind victory in the sprint
since they have so much experience solid. But to win a meet of this type medley relay. This race was perhaps
to go along with well developed everyone has to be hot, and the the most electric, magic moment of
skills. It's their second year of par- Eagles were plagued by only the entire meet. Senior captian Paul
ticipating in this meet and these average performances thorughout Trovato ran the first leg, a 440 yard
athletes add a lot of class to the the day. In the field events they were run, in one of his best times ever.
shut out in the triple, long and high Then sophomoreKerry Leppo took
proceedings.
Going into this meet, BC's jump relays and this hurt. The the baton for a 220 yard leg. Leppo
weight men however, had a big day had the misfortune to pull a muscle
taking thirds in both the hammer halfway through however and lost a
throw and shot put relays. And the lot of ground. Freshman sensation
first place finish of Mike Woicik, Phil Hazzard then took over and
Joe Dray and Mark Christian in the ran a sizzling 21.3 for his 220 to put
discuss relay was one of the biggest BC back in contention. This was not
a surprise, Phil has been at his best
surprises of the meet.
The running events have always this year when the pressure has been
been BC's meat and potatoes. And the greatest. The last leg of this race
while the Eagles were sometimes was a half mile and when the baton
super, some of the points which was passed to Keith Francis he was
were expected, never did come. Se- thirty yards behind. Keith respondcond place finishes were turned in ed to this situation like the chamby both the mile and two mile relay pion he is with a fantastic 1:47.6half
! teams and the distance medley relay mile.
team was able to come up with a
His effort was another one of
third. But BC was shut out in the 3 those very few that a true sports fan
mile run, the 6 mile run, the wouldfile away and neverforget. As
steeplechase, the shuttle hurdles and expected, Keith Francis had been
even the 440 relay.
"the athlete" at this meet. It seems
The biggest thrill for BC track that sports like track and athletes
fans was the Eagles Stirling come like Keith never let you down.
A tiredKeith Francis tries to catch former BC star Jack MacDonald who runs for the Greater Boston Track Club.
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Baseball Team Splits In Disappointing Week
by Ken Rivetz
For the second consecutive week,
the Boston College baseball team
played a four game schedule and
again came away with a pair ofwins
and losses.
The week began on a very discouraging note as the Eagles were
soundly crunched by a visiting
University of New Hampshire
squad, 13-3.
The Wildcats accounted for the
first run of the game in the first inning when the leadoffbatter singled,
stole second, went to third on a wild
pitch and scored on a two-out
single.
BC's Al Bassignani got that run
back in the bottom of thefirst on his
second home run of the season but it
wasn't to be for the Eagles on a
cold, cloudy Sunday afternoon at
Shea Field.
Eagle starting pitcher Ron
Luongo was wild in the game and
when he was able to get theball over
the plate, the Wildcats hit him hard.
They combined a triple and a single
with two bases on balls for three
runs in the third inning for a 4-1
lead.
The next inning was a nightmare
for all those rooting for BC. The
Eagles played the worst they have
played all year in that inning and
with the aid of two errors, five walks
and only three base hits UNH
scored seven times for a commanding 11-1 advantage.
Coach Pellagrini used four
pitchers in the game while the most
effective was freshman George
Ravinis. He went 4 and a third in-

Northeastern loaded the bases in
nings giving up four hitsand the two ing BC into the reservoir.
With the thought of two horren- the seventh and eighth innings but
walked a totalof 11 in the gameand dous outings in a row behind them, Coach Pellagrini stuck with Ruane
the Eagle defense committed three BC travelled to Parsons Field in and Bill got the big outs when he
errors.
Brookline on Thursday to face a needed them the most.
The loss evened BC's record at 3- pretty good Northeastern nine.
As in the two previous losses
-3 as they hopefully got a bad game
when the defense failed to come
out of their systems. However, the It was a beautiful day and BC through, in this win, the defense
atrocities weren't quite completed. snapped out of a dreadful team bat- sparkled. Songin made a superb
On Tuesday afternoon the Eagles ting slump by connecting for 12 hits stop of a bases loaded smash in the
hosted the University of and nine runs as they routed the seventh to save two runs and JohnMassachusetts and again were em- Huskies, 9-3.
son made six putouts in center inbarrassed. They were defeated by
cluding a beautiful running catch for
the Minutement by a 12-0 count.
Senior righthander Bill Ruane the final out of the ball game.
Again BC playedpoorly commit- pitched his second complete game The win raised the team's record
ting several mental errors along victory against NU in a week as he back to the .500 level at 4-4 while
with four physical miscues. For the wiggled out of several jams en route Ruane's record is now 3-1 with a
second time in three days, they were to the win. He shut the Huskies out pretty 1.69 ERA.
victimizedby one disastrous inning. last week by a 3-0 score.
This time it was the sixth inning as
On Friday afternoon, Tufts came
UMass scored eight times to take a Leading the way for BC was to Shea Field and BC's Ron Luongo
10-0 lead. Of the eight runs, three freshman center fielder, Steve John- rebounded from his ineffectual perwere unearned, as starting pitcher son, who cracked three solid formance against New Hampshire
Len Burke, when he wasn't hit hard, singles and knocked in three runs. to record a 5-0 shutout victory over
had shoddy fielding behind him. As Third baseman Paul O'Neill drove the Jumbos.
it was he gave up nine hits in the 5 in two more runs on a single and a
The game got off to a slow start
and a third innings he worked.
triple while shortstop Tom Songin, as neither club could mount any
It really didn't matter how many who hit ten homeruns last year, con- offense until thesixth inning. In that
runs BC gave up in the game, nected for his first of 1975. It was a inning, BC captain Paul Santilli led
however, as Minutement starting 375 foot shot to left field and came off with a single. He got to third on
two infield outs and scored the first
pitcher Craig Allegrezza tossed a with Greg Stewart on first base.
run of the game on a solid single to
very strong game.He allowed only
three hits and struck out eight. The Eagles jumped on the NU right field by Al Bassignani.
Eagle batters couldn't muster pitcher for three runs in the second
anything all afternoon as Allegrezza inning as Johnson hit a bases loaded
The Eagles scored twice more in
was extremely tough. He also walk- single driving in two runs while the seventh on rib singles by second
ed only two as his control was razor O'Neill drove in the third run on baseman Mike Reynolds and Sananother single.
tilli. Bassignani closed out the scorsharp.
Coach Pellagriniagain wen t with
ing in the eighth on a mammoth two
four pitchers as freshman Mike
The Huskies cut the lead to 3-1 in run homer to straight away center
Devlin and sophomore Karl Sherry the fourth but Songin hit his shot in field. It was his third of the year
pitched well in preventing the the fifth to build the lead back up to which leads the club.
Minutement from completely blow- 5-1.
Ron Luongo pitched a very

final Wildcat runs. BC pitchers

strong game as he limited the Jumbos to three singles whilestrikingout
seven. He evened his record at 1-1
with the win, but not before getting
out of a jam in the eighth inning.

The score stood 3-0 for BC and
Tufts put runners on second and
third with none out. Paul Santilli
picked the runner off third for the
first out and Luongo induced the
next two batters to ground out. On
the second out, Songin made a nice
play to just nip the runner at first
base.
The win put BC over the .500
mark at five wins and four losses
and were certainly important
victories following the debacles
against UNHand UMass.
The Eagles have a 4-1 record in
the Greater Boston League which is
good enough for the top
spot...Senior second baseman Jack
Nealon jammed his ankle while
sliding into second base in the win
over Tufts and will miss several
games...The leading hitter after the
first nine games was Nealon with a
.381 average while Paul O'Neill and
Steven Johnson follow with a .308
and .289 respectively...Yesterday
they played Fairfield while today
they host Brandeis, tomorrow they
visit Tufts for a rematch, Thursday
UConn visits Shea Field, Saturday
they travel to Colby for a
doubleheader and Sunday they conclude a six game week, at home
against Rhode Island.
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And Nobody Won
(continued from S-l)
little area. Something's gotta give;
for there cannot be two Kings

(Queens?) of College Road. It
was more mere fate then, that
there would be a momentous battle
between the two. And so it came to
pass that on April 12, 1975, Roncalli Meat and The Heights Hi-yo's
met on the field of battle..responding to the time-honored challenge
of, that's right folks, SOFTBALL!
Big Bear Brain Decry led the
Meat to war this day pitching for
the jocks and jockettes. The rest of
the vaunted Meat line-up included
Many Wolfe (c) Greg Wolfe (lb),
Don Steer (2b), Steve Chaung(3b)
and Jeff La Boeur (ss); Shawn
O'Connor, Fritz Bogar, Monte
Montalbano and Bill Bishop (of).
The Heights countered with a
veteran team which had several
times seen and met THE challenge.
And a challenge it was indeed. At
six in the morning, Roncalli commandoes intercepted the Heights
team car which carried coach
Maniacal Mike Morgan, Old Man
Mark Bly, and Rookie Jim Green,
who were on their way to a strategy
meeting. The trio escaped the Meat
men who had given them heavy
doses of Mike Meehan Breakfast
Specials, and made it to the game
by the third inning.
Because of the disappearance of
the trio, the scribes started with a
lineup of Paul "Chief O'Malley (P),
young JohnnyMcDonough (c), Bernie Bellon (lb), Rick Malone (ss),
two former UGBC vets, Bob Best
(2b) and John McKenna (3b), and
an outfield of Paul Stewart, Compton Spain, Charlie Manning and
Marcia Maglione. The Hi-yo's
drewfirst bloodin the openingfram
when Best and McKenna singled.
Stew drove home Best with a single
and Bernie "Barker" followed with
an RBI double.
But it takes more than two runs
to beat the Meat. The jocks scored
three in the third to take the lead.
The big blows of the inning came off
the bats Monte, Bill Bishop and
Murderous Mandy Wolfe. In the
bottom of the third, Steve Fischer
entered the game and promptly

Silver

Rich
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Silver

What form! What style!
What's he doin?

doubled, Jim Green, in his first trip

to the plate as a Headline Hustler,
singled home Fischer to tic the score
at three.

In the fourth the "Intellectuals"
attacked the "Jocks" with a
vengence. Hopped up Bernie Bellon
singled and went to second on a
throwing error. Rookie Compton
Spain singled and took second on a
wild throw. Morgan then beat out
an infield dribbler scoring Bellon,
and when the Meat played "Hold
the ball", Spain came around to
score. Hits by Boy, Fischer and
Green produced two more runs and
for all intents and purposes the
game was sewn up. The Heights got
one more run in the sixth and the
Meat got two in the final frame on a
Greg Wolfe home run. When the
dust had cleared and the bodies

TheBoston College Colorguard
will be holding tryouts on

April 23rd & 24th
in theband room,
Roberts Center at 6:30 All welcome

Editor
Charley Manning

Rich
The postgahte battle raged on for hours until not a Roncalli man was left standing.
The Heights came back with four
But the Meat, long practiced in
counted, The Heights had won the
first game of the doubleheaderby a in fourth, on hits by Stew, Malone, the skills of fighting with beer
Spain, Morgan and Jankowski, but bottles, cheeries and banans, quickscore of 8-6.
If the first game was a jock- the Meat could not be beat. They ly counter-attacked. The battle
intellectual power play, then the scored single runs in the fifth and photos (pictured above) are a testanightcap was quite simply a blood sixth, answered only by a run- ment unto themselves. With all the
bats in their hands, The Heights
match. They don't take losin' easy' scoring O'Malley double.
But thereal story of game two lies won the battle by a split decision,
in them thar Roncalli Hills and the
Meat were out for revenge (with as in its aftermath. These two superbly but the Meat lie in wait, longing for
Decry might put it,"a capital trained, emotionally keyed teams the next fight, one in which two
REE.") Despite adding to their had energy to spare after fourteen divisions of army troops will not be
lineup Country Ted Jankowski and grueling innings and soon the spirit sent to interfere.
Uncle Billy Duda, the scribes went of the day was broken by thecries of
And so, as the land around Shea
down to defeat by a score of 7-5. "Let's get them sonsa...". Well
The Meat went ahead early and them boys had themselves a whale Field went dark, America has seen
werenever headed. They scoredfive of a donnybrook going. The in the words of sports announcer
runs in the second inning. Singles by Heights took the advantage while Clarence Cliche "A super game...a
Steve Chaung and Jeff La Boeuf the Meat were engagedin a picture- super effort...by two super teams of
were followed by a Shawn O'Con- taking session. The scribes grabbed super athletes..." Well spoken
nor home run. Singles by Monte all the bats and finally connected, Clarence, whatever you said.
and Bishop and two Heights errors making up for a previous lack of hitThe author is no way related to
any Mike Morgan fact or fiction.
accounted for two more Meat runs. ting in the clutch.

FOOTBALL SEASON TICKETS
FOR BC STUDENTS ON SALE
THIS WEEK
1 season ticket per student

?

ID card must be presented when ordering tickets

Students may order their season tickets (6 games
including NOTRE
DAME for $10) at the Roberts Center Ticket window
?

-

graduatinVseniors

SPECIAL SEASON FOOTBALL TICKET OFFER
6 home games including Notre Dame for $23.00
(iimit of 2 tickets per senior
ID cards must be presented when ordering tickets
Buy your tickets now they may not be available in September!
?

?

?

Senior Staff
Mike Meehan Jim Trengrove
Blake Godbout Dave Minor
James Mcintosh Ray Julian
Allan Cohen Michael lanzito
Leo Banks
Ken Rivetz

Jim McDonough
Compton Spain

?

1975 BC HOME SCHEDULE

Sept. 13
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Nov. 1
Nov. 22

Notre Dame (Schaefer Stadium)
Villanova
Tulane
Navy
Miami
Massachusetts (Homecoming)

BCAA TICKET OFFICE in Roberts Center Open Daily 9 am

?

4:30 pn

Heights .Sports acknowledges and is grateful to the Blue Chips of Boston College Athletics for the
financial support
Blue
ri
C hips makes available to an expanded Heights Sports
(trends
Alumni and
of Boston College athletics arc welcome to join the Blue Chip- Cluh. For
further miormaiion
information please
olr«r
call the Athletic Office. Roberts Center. 969-0100. extension 3XO or 381
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North America's Largest Service
$2.75 per page

Send now for latest catalog.
En close $2.00 to cover
return postage.

ESSAY SERVICES
Box 1218
Niagara Falls, NY, USA
(416)366-6549

14302

Our research service is sold for

research assistance only.
Campus Reps required. Please write.
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